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BRING IT ON. SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR ON-THE-GO LIFESTYLE
Founded in 2002, Anaheim-based Mobile Edge produces award-winning durable and protective laptop cases, messenger 
bags, backpacks, totes, and accessories for busy professionals, gamers, road warriors, and students. 

Mobile Edge is known for its innovative and stylish designs, superior-quality, lifetime warranty, and commitment to 100% 
customer satisfaction.

Custom Logo Options
Mobile Edge bags imprinted with your company’s logo make great corporate gifts and promotional giveaways to reward 

employees, clients, and prospective clients.

 For more information, please contact us at: premiums@mobileedge.com

71854 314937 67905MOBILE

About Mobile Edge

Our Mission
We’re Mobile Edge.
We create award-winning laptop carrying cases, backpacks, and mobile tech for busy professionals, students, and gamers who want to look 
sharp, travel smart, and protect their gear.

Peace-of-Mind Guarantee
Mobile Edge’s Lifetime Warranty is the strongest in the industry. If a customer is unsatisfied, for whatever reason, Mobile Edge pledges to make 
it right. Simple and easy.

Socially Responsible
Mobile Edge is committed to making a difference. Since our founding, we have donated a portion of the sales price of many of our collections 
to select organizations engaged in the fight against breast cancer, missing and exploited children, and other causes.

Keeping It Green
Mobile Edge’s eco-friendly collection of laptop cases and totes was created with the environment in mind. Carrying cases in this 
collection are constructed of 80% natural cotton canvas, a non-petroleum-based material that is both replenishable and renewable.

TSA Friendly
Many of our carrying cases and backpacks feature our checkpoint-friendly design, which means travelers can leave their laptops in 
their bags when passing through airport security.
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Velcro Front Panel: MECGBPV1Molded Front Panel: MECGBP1

Four side accessory pockets are perfect for cables, phone, a gaming mouse, or oversized water bottles. There is also an integrated external USB charging port that 
provides instant power access to your phone or other devices. This full featured backpack is constructed from durable 1680D ballistic nylon and features padded 
air-mesh shoulder straps and back panel, a padded carry handle for easy lifting, and a trolley strap for stacking onto other luggage.

The backpack also features a checkpoint-friendly laptop compartment, a separate fleece lined pouch for an iPad, tablet or e-reader, a headphone holder, full-size 
keyboard compartment, and plenty of space to hold your extra gear and personal items.

• Sized to hold all popular models of gaming laptops (up to 17.3” - 18”)
• Checkpoint-friendly design to speed through TSA checkpoints
• Prewired universal power bank pocket for charging items in each section
• Quick-charge external USB 3.0 charging port with built-in charging cable
• Separate poly-fleece lined iPad/tablet/eReader pocket

• Three separate sections for laptop, tablet, accessories, & personal items
• Organizer section provides pockets for pens, phone, business cards, keys, cables, and other 

accessories
• Four zippered side accessory pockets for cables, gaming mouse, phone, large water bottles, etc.
• Integrated, water-resistant, scratch and tear-proof hideaway rain cover

Four zippered side
accessory pockets

Padded air-mesh 
shoulder straps, 
ventilated back panel 
& trolley strap

External USB charging port 
with built-in charging cable

Pre-wired universal power 
bank pocket for charging 
items on the go

Checkpoint-friendly design 
for faster screening at TSA 
airport security checkpoints

Velcro front panel allows 
for infinitely configurable 
personalization

(Patches not included)

SRP: $129.99

Part Number

Molded Front Panel: MECGBP1
Velcro Front Panel: MECGBPV1

Backpack - 19.5” x 17” x 9” 17.3” - 18” Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection

CORE Gaming Backpacks
Sized to Hold Most Popular Models of Gaming
Laptops Up to 17.3”-18” and/or Game Consoles 
(i.e., Xbox One, PlayStation, PS5, Nintendo Switch)

• Gaming Console Compatible
• Holds Most Sony Playstations (PS5)*
• Carries Most Microsoft Xbox Series*
• Holds Laptops Up to 18” Screen
• Protect. Organize. And Mobilize.

K e y  B e n e f i t s

*Microsoft Xbox, Sony PlayStation and Nintendo are 
registered trademarks of their respective companies.

Designed specifically for gamers, the CORE Gaming Backpacks 
hold most popular models of gaming laptops and your related 
gaming accessories. The backpack offers three large storage
sections that are pre-wired for a power bank or external battery.

https://www.mobileedge.com/core-gaming-products/core-gaming-laptop-cases-and-bags-by-mobile-edge/
https://www.mobileedge.com/core-gaming-products/core-gaming-laptop-cases-and-bags-by-mobile-edge/
https://www.mobileedge.com/core-gaming-products/core-gaming-laptop-cases-and-bags-by-mobile-edge/
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CORE Gaming Tactical Backpack
For Gamers Who Take their Gaming and Protecting their Gear Seriously

The CORE Gaming Tactical Backpack is for gamers who take gaming and protecting their gear seriously. 
Inspired by the tactical gear used by law enforcement and the military, and made from the same ballistic 
nylon found in flak jackets, the CORE Gaming Tactical Backpack is designed to take on life's challenges. 

It offers a dedicated compartment for laptops and gaming consoles up to 17.3 inches, a Microfiber lined 
pouch for a tablet, plus plenty of additional space to safeguard and organize all of your tech, including 
room for personal items for that evening of gaming, weekend LAN party, or a weeklong trek. Highly 
configurable, the CORE Gaming Tactical Backpack’s modular, external, front webbing also allows you to 
add customizable storage with our removable “MOLLE” pockets.

The frameless design, heavily padded shoulder straps, adjustable chest strap, and moisture wicking back panel, ensure comfort and ease regardless of your payload. 
The backpack also features a Velcro panel for affixing company, school, or team emblems and patches.

Coolest of all is the CORE Gaming Tactical Backpack’s integrated, water-resistant, tear-resistant hideaway rain cover, which keeps the backpack and its contents safe 
from the elements – because the only damage you encounter 
when gaming should be on the virtual battlefield, not the real world. 

Multiple interior pockets and integrated
tablet pocket for organization

(Patches not included)

Padded laptop protection compartment

• Padded laptop protection compartment
• Multiple interior pockets keep your gear easy to grab
• Integrated tablet pocket
• Padded shoulder straps 
• Ventilated back panel
• Adjustable chest strap
• EZ-access large front pockets
• Fits notebooks with up to 17.3” screens
• Trolley strap for easy and secure luggage stacking

• Gaming Console Compatible
• Holds Most Sony Playstations (PS5)*
• Carries Most Microsoft Xbox Series*
• Holds Laptops Up to 17.3” Screen
• Protect. Organize. And Mobilize.

*Microsoft Xbox, Sony PlayStation and Nintendo are 
registered trademarks of their respective companies.

SRP: $149.99
Part Number

MECGBPT Backpack - 14.5” x 19.5" x 9” 17.3” Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection

K e y  B e n e f i t s

Gaming Collections
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CORE Gaming Accessories

CORE Power AC USB – 27,000mAh Portable Laptop Charger

CORE Gaming 18.5” Gel Wrist Rest

CORE Gaming Mouse Mats (Standard and XL Sizes)

CORE Gaming Thermal Bottles

While providing extreme power and performance, the compact and versatile CORE Power AC is your portable power solution.
It features an AC outlet that delivers an incredible 85 watts of power. Now you can plug in and power laptops and personal 
electronics as well as USB devices. 27,000mAh provides plenty of power to share across the additional 3 high-speed USB ports.

The CORE Gel Wrist Rest provides comfortable wrist cushioning and positioning for demanding gamers and 
professionals alike who use full-sized keyboards. The anti-slip rubber base keeps the rest stable while your 
fingers are on the keyboard.

CORE Gaming Mouse Mats allow for extra space when you need it most. Designed with enough space 
for both your keyboard and mouse. Whether it’s for gaming at home or on the road, the CORE Gaming 
Mouse Mats have you covered. The perfect addition for any gamer.

The copper plating on the inner wall is an extra line of 
defense against temperature transfer. Heat escapes much 
slower so your hot coffee stays hot even in a snow storm, 
and heat enters much slower so your ice water doesn’t 
melt even under a blistering summer sun. On average, 
copper vacuum insulation can make a difference of up to 
9 °F (5 °C) over the course of 24 hours - Double Wall 18/8 
Stainless Steel, Vacuum Insulation.

Airplane Friendly: lightweight, compact, and durable, 
this charger packs the maximum power allowed to meet 
FAA carry-on requirements for lithium-ion batteries.

• Quick charge 3.0 technology
• Fast recharging
• Sleek & ultra-portable design
• International wall socket adapter 
• (AU/US/ UK/EU) included
• World class safety features

• Provides proper ergonomics while using your keyboard
• Dual lock stitched frame to prevent fraying of cloth surface and rubber base
• Foam CORE interior provides a perfect level of firmness
• Easy to clean fabric cover provides a comfortable surface during extended use
• One year warranty

• Pro-style precision gaming mouse mats
• Ultra-smooth fabric optimizes mouse performance
• Non-slip backing ensures stable base
• Completely portable – roll it up and take it anywhere
• One year warranty

SRP: $199.99

SRP: $29.99

SRP: $19.99

SRP: $15.00

SRP: $15.00

SRP: $29.99

SRP: $20.00

SRP: $20.00

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

MEACL27000

MEAGWR1

Standard Size: MEAGMP1  

ME-CGTB20B  

ME-CGTB20W 

ME-CGTB25B 

ME-CGTB25W 

X-Large Size: MEAGMP2  

27,000mAh7.5” x 4.8” x 1.2”

18.5” x 4” x 0.875”

Standard (14” x 10”) 

Black - 20 oz
Black - 25 oz

White- 25 oz

X-Large (32.5” x 15”)

White - 20 oz

Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions

Color and Size

Color and Size

Power Capacity

• Universal AC outlet
• 3 high-speed USB ports
• High-power USB-C port
• Rapid DC input
• Built-in LED flashlight
• One year warranty

Laptop Computers Mobile Devices Cameras Handheld Games Drones
Wireless Speakers/

Headsets

Perfect for use with:
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Alienware Area-51m Elite Backpack

Alienware M17 Elite Backpack 15”-17” 28L

Alienware M17 Pro Backpack 15”-17” 23L

The Alienware Area-51m Elite Backpack is the ultimate gaming-related backpack. With a spacious 
40 liters of storage space the Elite Backpack is loaded with custom-designed features. Three 
compartments, six exterior pockets, and seven interior pockets provide storage and organization 
for all your gear. There is a convenient gadget pocket built into the top of the backpack for your 
sunglasses, wallet, and other quick access items. The Area-51m Elite Backpack comfort features 
include the contoured XPE foam shoulder straps, sternum strap, integrated top handle, and a 
clever trolley panel that will secure the pack to your wheeled luggage. 

The Alienware Elite Backpack is designed specifically for and is perfectly sized for the thin 
& light m-series laptops. A lightweight backpack that does not sacrifice on features this 
backpack is suited for gamers on the go. There is a unique gadget pocket built into the top 
of the backpack with cable ports for in-the-bag charging. Contoured XPE foam
shoulder straps, sternum strap, and a reinforced top handle make it easy to carry.

The Alienware Pro Backpack is designed specifically for and is perfectly sized for the thin 
& light m-series laptops. A lightweight backpack that does not sacrifice on features. This 
backpack is suited for gamers on the go. Loaded with features that include a protective 
sleeve for your laptop, an expanding head-set pocket, a convenient upper accessory pocket 
for sunglasses and quick-access items and huge side stretch-knit pockets for water bottles, 
cables, or other gear. Contoured foam shoulder straps and a reinforced top handle make 
this backpack easy to carry. 

• Spacious 40L storage capacity
• Durable yet lightweight heather-gray main material with reflective Alien head logo
• Padded laptop sleeve with custom AW perforated foam panel to protect your laptop from 

daily bumps and bruises
• Multiple interior zippered mesh pockets to secure your accessories and personal items
• Full size internal keyboard storage pocket
• Top accessory pocket for sunglasses/wallet and other quick access items
• Valor patch Velcro panel for competition/allegiance patches

• Durable heather-gray fabric with Ballistic weave base panels
• Upper accessory pocket for sunglasses and quick access items
• Valor patch Velcro panel to wear allegiances proudly
• Contoured XPE foam shoulder straps – Heavy duty top handle to pick up & go
• Dedicated expanding head-set pocket
• Gadget pocket inside top pocket w/cable ports for in-bag-charging

• Durable heather-gray fabric with ballistic weave base panels
• Padded laptop sleeve to keep electronics safe and protected
• Huge side stretch knit nylon pockets for easy storage
• Upper accessory pocket for sunglasses and quick access items

• Contoured XPE foam shoulder straps with sternum closure
• Ventilated & cushioned back panel with integrated trolley strap
• Dedicated expanding head-set pocket
• Bottom exterior zippered pocket for daily ‘stash & go’ items; t-shirts, socks, etc.

• Soft lined Nylex laptop sleeve to protect your system
• Sternum strap to comfortably distribute heavy loads

• Dedicated expanding head-set pocket
• Heavy duty top handle to pick up and go
• Valor patch Velcro panel to wear allegiances proudly

SRP: $149.99

SRP: $99.99

SRP: $89.99

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

AWA51BPE17

AWM17BPE

AWM17BPP

Backpack - 20” x 13” x 9”

Backpack - 11.5” x 16.3” x 4.5”

Backpack - 11.5” x 16.3” x 4.5”

17.3”

17.1”

17.1”

Padded Laptop Compartment

Padded Laptop Compartment

Padded Laptop Compartment

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Alienware M-Series and Area-51

Alienware Area-51M 17.3” Sleeve – Reflective Graphics
The Alienware Area-51m Sleeve features a slim and sleek design for the ultimate gamer.

• Color-shifting reflective graphic Alien head logo emblazoned on the front
• Durable carrying handle and looped, easy to grip zipper pulls
• Durable sleeve for protection from scrapes & scratches
• Compatible with Alienware Area-51m

• Padded laptop compartment 
with anti-scratch liner

• Top carrying handle

SRP: $39.99
Part Number

AWA51FSL17 Sleeve - 16.5” x 11.8” x 1.6” 17.3” Padded Laptop Compartment

Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection
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Alienware M-Series and Area-51

Gaming Collections

Alienware Area-51m Gear Bag

Alienware Area-51m Messenger Bag

Alienware m15/m17 Fabric Sleeves 15”/17”

Alienware m15/m17 Sleeves

The Alienware Area-51m Gear Bag is the gorgeous new addition to the Alienware case collection. With 
a spacious 25 liters of storage space the Gear Bag is loaded with custom design features. Two zippered 
compartments, two padded hardware sleeves, and five interior pockets provide storage and organization 
for your laptop, tablet, mouse, head-set, power supply, cables, sunglasses, and other accessories. Unique 
new features include the AW specific ‘magic catcher’ front flap closure, expanding side pockets, custom 
AW interior lining materials, and a quick access front accessory pocket.

The Alienware Area-51m Messenger is the ideal bag for the gamer on the go. Offering 20 liters of storage 
space the Messenger is loaded with custom designed features. Interior pockets provide storage and 
organization for your laptop and tablet, mouse, head-set, cables, and other accessories. Unique new 
features include AW specific ‘magic catcher’ front flap closures, custom AW interior lining materials, and 
a quick access front accessory pocket. Comfort features include an adjustable XPE foam shoulder strap, 
handy top handle, and a cushioned back panel with an integrated trolley strap that will secure the bag 
to your wheeled luggage. 

The Alienware Fabric Laptop Sleeves m15/m17 features a slim and sleek design for the ultimate gamer. 
Show off your Alienware pride with the unique, reflective graphic Alienware Head on the front.
When you’re ready to move, tuck your gear inside, grab your carrying handle, and go!

The Alienware m15/m17 Laptop Sleeves feature a slim and sleek design for the ultimate gamer. 
Store your additional accessories in the zippered front pocket. Grab your carrying handles and go!

• Durable yet lightweight heather-gray main material with reflective Alien head logo
• Padded laptop sleeve with custom molded perforated foam panel protects your laptop from 

daily bumps and bruises
• Additional dedicated soft-lined tablet pocket
• Zippered front compartment provides storage for your gaming accessories and travel gear
• Five interior storage pockets secure your headset, mice, cables, power supplies, and other items
• Easy access front pocket for wallet, keys, travel cards, and other quick access items
• Alienware specific ‘magic catcher’ single front flap closure for easy accessibility

• Durable yet lightweight heather-gray main material with reflective Alien head logo
• Alienware specific ‘magic catcher’ front flap closures for easy accessibility
• Padded laptop sleeve with custom molded perforated foam panel protects your laptop 

from daily bumps and bruises
• Additional dedicated soft-lined tablet pocket
• Front accessory pocket for wallet, keys, travel cards, and other quick access items

• Color-shifting reflective graphic Alien Head logo emblazoned on the front
• Durable carrying handle and looped, easy to grip zipper pulls
• Reflective graphic rear hexagon pattern compliments your m Series laptop inside

• Durable sleeve for protection from scrapes & scratches
• Padded laptop compartment with anti-scratch liner
• Front zippered pocket for accessories

• Durable sleeve for protection from scrapes & scratches
• Padded laptop compartment with anti-scratch liner
• Top carrying handle

• Top carrying handles
• Compatible with Alienware m15/m17

• Contoured XPE foam adjustable shoulder strap
• Huge side main-fabric nylon pockets for easy storage; water bottle, umbrella, etc.
• Ventilated & cushioned back panel with integrated trolley strap
• Custom integrated padded top handle for comfortably carrying all your gear
• Heavy duty nylon construction for stuffing all of your gaming gear in one bag
• Custom Alienware silver color interior lining to help see what’s inside
• Overall capacity of 25L

• Ventilated & cushioned back panel with integrated trolley strap
• Reinforced top handle to pick up and go
• Custom Alienware silver color interior lining to help see what’s inside
• Interior zippered mesh pocket to keep small drives & keys organized
• Overall capacity of 20L

SRP: $139.99

SRP: $119.99

SRP: $34.99

SRP: $34.99

SRP: $39.99

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

AWA51GB17

AWA51MB17

AWM15FSL: Alienware m15 Fabric Sleeve

AWM15SL: Alienware m15 Sleeve

AWM17FSL: Alienware m17 Fabric Sleeve

AWM17SL: Alienware m17 Sleeve

Messenger - 19” x 13” x 5”

Gear Bag - 19” x 14” x 6.5”

Sleeve - 14.7” x 11.2” x 1.4”

Sleeve - 14.7” x 11.2” x 1.4”

Sleeve - 16.5” x 11.8” x 1.6”

Sleeve - 16.5” x 11.8” x 1.6”

17.3”

15" - 17.1”

15”

15”

17”

17”

Padded Laptop Compartment

Padded Laptop Compartment

Padded Laptop Compartment

Padded Laptop Compartment

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

15”

15”

17”

17”
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Alienware Vindicator 2.0 Briefcases 13” / 17”

Alienware Vindicator 2.0 Backpacks 15” / 17”

Alienware Vindicator 2.0 Slim Case 17” 

Alienware Vindicator 2.0 Sleeves 13” / 15” /17”

The Alienware Vindicator 2.0 Briefcase combines utility, protection, and style. Each one of 
the 3 zippered compartments provides dedicated storage for your laptop and accessories, 
keeping you organized and ready to go. A durable high-density nylon constructed exterior 
keeps your goods intact with a unique and bold look. The high-density nylon constructed 
exterior of the Vindicator Briefcase delivers added protection while mirroring the bold 
look of the Alienware laptops. With a TSA checkpoint-friendly compartment, the Vindicator 
Briefcase allows for quick and hassle-free security scans.

The Alienware Vindicator Backpack boasts an extremely durable exterior with room in its 3 main compartments to 
protect your goods. With dedicated compartments for your laptop, tablet device, gaming accessories, magazines, 
USB or flash drives, and more, you will always have easy access to everything you need. The reinforced, padded, 
molded, and vented back panel provides support while the custom padded and adjustable air-mesh shoulder and 
chest straps ensure your comfort while distributing the weight of your gear.

Whether it’s for transporting your laptop by itself or in another bag for added protection, the Alienware 
Vindicator Neoprene Sleeve has you covered. Added protection: Flexible neoprene padding conforms to your 
laptop to create a perfect fit and ward off scrapes and scratches. Stays put: The non-slip base keeps the sleeve 
from moving where it’s placed, while the top loading nylon handles have your system ready to grab and go. 
Pack in the goods: An oversized exterior zippered pocket allows you to store additional accessories.

The Alienware Vindicator 2.0 Slim Carrying Case features a slender profile for your laptop while delivering 
protection and portability. With an exterior construction of weather-resistant, high-density nylon, and a 
heavily padded interior compartment for your laptop, your system will undoubtedly feel safe and sound 
in its new suit of armor. With a clean modern look, slender profile and the iconic yet forward Alienware 
industrial design, the Vindicator Slim Carrying Case leaves a lasting impression wherever it goes.

• Durable high-density nylon exterior and weather-resistant non-slip base
• TSA Checkpoint-friendly design for airport security
• Removable nylon carrying strap with non-slip shoulder pad

• Durable high-density nylon exterior and weather-resistant non-slip base
• Padded shoulder and chest straps for comfort and support
• Dedicated padded laptop and tablet compartments

• Flexible neoprene padding for protection from scrapes & scratches
• Non-slip bottom assures the sleeve stays where you place it
• Strong dual nylon carrying handles for easy grip

• Opens to a 90° angle to always allow you quick and easy access to your system
• Exterior construction of weather-resistant high-density nylon and a heavily padded interior
• The interior compartment is heavily padded, providing protection while keeping your laptop away from scrapes and scratches
• High-density, weather-resistant nylon exterior, this case is designed to help protect your system against the forces of nature

• Additional compartments and pockets for your 
accessories and gear

• Hidden, extendable mesh water bottle compartment

• Alienware engraved easy-to-use zippers
• Exterior zippered front pocket for additional accessories

• Additional compartments and pockets for your accessories and gear 
• Power adapter bag included to keep accessories scratch-free

SRP: $119.99

SRP: $119.99

SRP: $34.99

SRP: $129.99

SRP: $129.99

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

AWV13BC2.0

AWV15BP2.0

AWV13NS2.0

AWV17BC2.0

AWV17BP2.0 

AWV17SC2.0

AWV15NS2.0

AWV17NS2.0

Briefcase - 16.22” x 12.36” x 6.22” 

Backpack - 14.48” x 20.98” x 6.49”

Sleeve - 14.56” x 11” x 1.57”

Slim Case - 17.71” x 14” x 2.7”

Briefcase - 18.97” x 15.47” x 6.96” 

Backpack - 15.47” x 22.48” x 7.12”

Sleeve - 16.53” x 12” x 1.96”

Sleeve - 17.32” x 12” x 1.96”

13”

15”

13”

17”

17”

17.3”

15”

17”

Padded Laptop Compartment

Padded Laptop Compartment

Padded Laptop Compartment

Padded Laptop Compartment

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

13”

15”

13”

17”

17”

17”

15”

Alienware Vindicator 2.0 Series

17” SRP: $89.99
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Alienware Vindicator Backpack 18”

Alienware Vindicator Briefcase 13”/14” 

Alienware Vindicator Rolling Laptop Case

Designed to impress, the Alienware Vindicator Backpack boasts an extremely durable exterior with room in its 3 main 
compartments to protect your goods. Secure your hardware: Durable high-density nylon constructed exterior and 
weather-resistant non-slip base for added protection. 

Custom designed with a TSA checkpoint-friendly compartment, the Alienware Vindicator Briefcase 
combines utility, protection, and style. The high-density nylon constructed exterior of the Vindicator 
Briefcase delivers added protection while mirroring the bold look of the Alienware laptops.

The Alienware Vindicator Rolling Case is the perfect choice for the traveling gamer. The Vindicator Rolling Laptop Case offers four separate storage 
sections for all of the gear you need for your daily commute or an overnight trip.

This full-featured rolling case is constructed from durable ballistic nylon and includes a five-stage telescoping handle, a padded top carrying handle 
for easy lifting, free-rolling in-line skate wheels, and a trolley strap for stacking on other luggage. The Roller also features a fully-adjustable and padded 
laptop compartment for 13” to 17” laptops, a separate fleece lined pouch for an iPad, tablet or e-reader, a large file section and an oversized 
compartment to hold clothing and personal items. A zippered front organizer section provides 
quick access to pens, cell phone, business cards, keys, cables, and other small accessories.

• Designed specifically for 18” laptops
• Resilient high-density nylon encases the backpack, sheltering your gear 

from harm. The back panel is molded and vented to provide air circulation 
to keep you cool and comfortable

• A reinforced, weather-resistant, non-slip base provides added protection 
against the elements while easily bearing the weight of all your gear

• Designed specifically for 13”-14” laptops
• Designed with a TSA checkpoint-friendly compartment, 

the Vindicator briefcase allows you to speed through 
airport security while being the envy of the slow line

• Even when filled with your laptop and all your accessories, 
the Vindicator briefcase still leaves plenty of space for more

• Fully-adjustable laptop compartment provides custom fit for 13” to 17” laptops
• Five-stage telescoping handle
• Four separate sections for a laptop, files, organizer, and a change of clothes
• Wide-mounted free-rolling in-line skate wheels provide stable maneuvering
• Business organizer section provides pockets for pens, phone, business cards, keys, cables, 

and other accessories
• Separate iPad/tablet/eReader pocket

• The soft padded tablet pocket and dedicated 
padded laptop compartment provide 
protection where it’s most needed while the 
included Alienware power adapter bag helps 
to keep the rest of your items scratch-free 
from your power supply and cables

• Dedicated, padded pockets protect your laptop and tablet 
device in addition to the included power adapter bag to 
help keep your accessories protected from scratches

• Strap in your headphones to a dedicated toggle strap that 
allows your headphones to be easily stored and easily 
accessed while on-the-go

SRP: $129.99

SRP: $119.99

SRP: $189.99

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

AWVBP18 Backpack - 15” x 22” x 7”

Briefcase - 15.25” x 12.25” x 6.25”

Rolling case - 18” x 14” x 10”

AWVBC14

AWVRC1

18.4”

14”

13” - 17.3”

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Alienware Vindicator Series

Alienware Vindicator Slim Carrying Case 13”/14”
The Alienware Vindicator Slim Carrying Case features a slender profile for your laptop while delivering 
protection and portability. Durable protection: With an exterior construction of weather-resistant, 
high-density nylon, and a heavily padded interior compartment for your laptop, your system will
undoubtedly feel safe and sound in its new suit of armor. Leave an impression: With a clean modern 
look, slender profile, and the iconic yet forward new Alienware industrial design, the Vindicator Slim 
Carrying Case leaves a lasting impression wherever it goes.
• Featuring a high-density, weather-resistant nylon exterior, this case is designed to help protect your system against 

the forces of nature
• Opens to a 90° angle to always allow you quick and easy access to your system
• With the iconic matte black Alien head on the front panel and the Alienware logo on the back, this case combines 

old heritage with new style
• Padded shoulder strap and stow-away handles

SRP: $79.99
Part Number

AWVSC14 Slim Case - 13.75” x 11” x 1.75” 14” Padded Laptop Compartments

Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection
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Alienware Orion M17x Backpack – ScanFast™

Alienware Orion M17x Messenger Bag – ScanFast™

Alienware Gaming Duffel Bag

The Alienware Orion backpack keeps your gear secure and protected on the go.
The uber cool design and heavily-padded back panels are ideal, while the subdivided 
main compartment easily holds up to a large 17.3” laptop. A secondary compartment 
contains 10 other pockets to hold anything from pens to CDs to plane tickets to MP3 
players. The ScanFast™ collection is designed to speed you through airport security 
checkpoints quickly. You no longer need to remove your laptop from your case. 
The ScanFast collection has been tested and exceeds the Transportation Security 
Administration (TSA) guidelines for checkpoint friendly carry-on luggage.

Carrying your gear in the Alienware Orion M17x Messenger Bag is as comfortable 
as it is convenient due to the extra-thick, padded shoulder strap. Alien accents 
throughout the bag, including the bold, black chrome Alien head icon on the front, 
set this bag apart from the crowd. Designed with style and accommodates large 
laptops up to 17.3”.

Grab your Alienware gaming duffel and go! Stash your clothes in dedicated internal pocket. 
The Alienware Gaming Duffel Bag makes it easy to haul your gear on your next gaming adventure!

• Fits widescreen laptops up to 17.3”
• Checkpoint friendly laptop bag, TSA compliant
• Ergonomic backing and shoulder straps for maximum comfort

• Loads of interior pockets to carry your gear
• Multiple, spacious interior sections for all your gear

• Fits widescreen laptops up to 17.3”
• Checkpoint Friendly Laptop Bag, TSA compliant
• Ergonomic backing and shoulder straps for maximum comfort
• Loads of interior pockets to carry your gear
• Multiple, spacious interior sections for all your gear

• Shoulder carrying strap, top carrying handle
• Material: High-grade nylon
• Added protection: High density nylon
• Perfect for an overnight change of clothes and/or loading up 

your gaming accessories

SRP: $99.99

SRP: $79.99

Part Number

Part Number

ME-AWBP2.0

AWDUFFLE

Backpack - 15.5” x 20.25” x 7.5”

Duffel Bag - 20.5” x 12” x 10.5”

17.3” Padded Laptop Compartments

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection

SRP: $99.99
Part Number

17.3” Padded Laptop Compartments

Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection

ME-AWMC2.0 Messenger - 20” x 14” x 5.5”

Alienware Orion Series

Alienware M11x Laptop Portfolio
The Alienware M11x Laptop Portfolio keeps your M11x or Netbooks up to 11.6” protected due to 
the heavy-duty 840D nylon exterior. The signature Alien head icon on the front sets this bag apart from 
the crowd. Designed to carry your computer essentials without any unnecessary added bulk. The unique 
design lets you work right out of the case, perfect for those quick moments at the airport or between calls.
• Specifically designed for the Alienware M11x, but fits other 

Netbooks up to 11.6”
• Padded shoulder strap, cushioned handle, and easy-access 

wristlet offer 3 different ways to carry this case
• Lightweight design allows you to work right out of the case
• Fits in any overhead or under any seat
• Durable 840D nylon
• Rear file pocket SRP: $39.99

Part Number Exterior Dimensions

AWP01 Portfolio -13.3” x 10.8” x 2.3” 11.6”

Fits Laptop Screens Up To
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Graphite Corporate Briefcase 16” PC/17” Mac

Graphite Nylon Briefcase 16” PC/17” Mac

Graphite Messenger Bag 17.3”

Your 16” laptop, a sleek Ultrabook and/or a tablet or e-reader all fit in this section with their own, separate padded 
pockets! On the front of the case, you’ll find a zip-down workstation with pockets for business cards, USB drives, memory 
cards, cell phones, and your personal items, plus a separate pocket for plane tickets or travel documents. 
The case also features three exterior quick-access padded pockets to store and organize your power supply, mouse, 
and other accessories. A separate accordion file section provides ample space for your work papers, files, and magazines.

The Graphite Nylon briefcase is the perfect case for the professional with a sense of style. This sleek and lightweight 
laptop case is built with a rugged 1680D ballistic nylon exterior. Stylish contrast stitching and polished nickel fittings 
enhance the elegant design. In addition to the padded laptop pocket, there are two full-size interior compartments for 
your work papers, legal-size file folders, and travel accessories. An easy-access workstation features elastic pockets 
for your cell phone, media cards, flash drives, plane tickets, pens plus a full-length secure mesh pocket 
for travel receipts or other miscellaneous items.

The Graphite messenger has a modern, edgy style that incorporates all the features you need when you’re 
on the move. A dedicated padded laptop compartment keeps your laptop protected, while separate 
sections for files, folders, magazines, and accessories will keep your gear organized and at your fingertips! 
Multiple anchor locations for the removable ID holder provide quick access to your ID cards.
Rugged molded clips hold the front flap in place, keeping your gear safe and secure!

• Accommodates laptops with up to 16” screens, ultra book and 
tablet all in one padded compartment

• Three quick access exterior accessory pockets 
• Accordion file section for work papers and magazine

• Dedicated, padded compartment fits 16” Notebooks/laptops 
• Easy-access workstation organizes your travel accessories 
• Leather wrapped handles and matching removable shoulder strap

• Premium Graphite family exterior material
• Dedicated padded laptop compartment 
• Removable ID holder with multiple anchor locations 
• Custom molded fasteners keep your gear secure

• Zip-down workstation will organize your 
personal and travel items

• Adjustable and padded shoulder strap 
• Trolley strap for use with rolling luggage  

• Separate divided file section for work papers, legal-size 
file folders, etc. 

• Quick-access rear magazine pocket and convenient 
trolley strap

• Fits 17.3” Notebooks/laptops
• Padded back panel for carrying comfort 
• Padded shoulder strap for maximum comfort
• Full-size rear pocket for files and magazines

SRP: $89.99

SRP: $79.99

SRP: $79.99

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

MEGBCC

MEGBCP

MEGME

Briefcase - 16.5” x 12” x 7” 

Briefcase - 17.5” x 13.25” x 5”

Messenger - 17.5” x 13” x 4.25”

16”

16”

17.3”

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

The Graphite Line

With that in mind, Mobile Edge created the Graphite line.  
We took seven of our most popular cases and redesigned them using 
a new premium ‘Graphite’ nylon, combined with a fashion inspired 
interior lining. The result is a collection of user proven products built 
specifically for the discriminating mobile computing consumer.

Distinctive, stylish, and unique

When you really want to make your mark, 
choose Graphite!

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments
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Graphite Express Backpack 16” PC/17” Mac

Graphite SmartPack Backpack 16” PC/17” Mac

Graphite Premium Backpack 17.3”

Graphite Backpack 17.3”

The Graphite Express backpack was specifically designed to comfortably carry your laptop computer and give 
you the extra room that you need for your books and accessories, as well as an integrated tablet pocket to hold 
your iPad or tablet! The Express was designed from the start as a better way to carry your computer and gear! 
We designed this backpack, from the ergonomic straps and ventilated back panel to the protective laptop 
compartment, to provide great functionality and user comfort.

The Graphite SmartPack is a no-nonsense backpack for people who value a case which puts protection first.
Ergonomically designed and lightweight, the SmartPack offers protection for your laptop and tablet and still 
provides plenty of space for the books, files, and accessories you need to stay productive. The padded and 
ventilated back panel, shoulder straps, and carrying handle means you can comfortably carry the SmartPack 
as far as you need to go. Smart case, smart design, smart solution.

You are truly ‘mobile’ and you know the cruel truth that at some point you will need just the item that you left 
behind because your backpack wasn’t big enough. You need a backpack specifically designed for a laptop 
computer, but will also carry all of your gear. We’ve designed the Premium backpack - from the Cool-Mesh™ 
ventilated backback panel to the SafetyCell™ laptop compartment - to be better in every way. If you enjoy the 
freedom a backpack affords, this is the one for you!

The Graphite backpack has a modern, edgy style that incorporates all the features you need when you’re on 
the move. A dedicated padded laptop compartment keeps your laptop protected, while separate sections for 
files, folders, magazines, and accessories will keep your gear organized and at your fingertips! Multiple anchor 
locations for the removable ID holder provide quick access to your ID cards, wherever you may be headed.

• Protective laptop compartment will hold up to 16” laptops 
• Roomy interior with pockets for small accessories 
• Dedicated media/phone pocket with headphone pass-through

• Separate, interior padded sleeves for laptop and tablet 
• Padded air-mesh shoulder straps and back panel 
• Heavy-duty, padded carrying handle 
• Organizer with pockets for files, pens, phone, and cards

• Stylish and durable graphite ballistic nylon exterior
• Dedicated iPad/tablet pocket
• Roomy interior with padded pockets for small accessories
• Internal media pocket with headphone pass-through

• Premium Graphite family exterior material
• Dedicated padded laptop compartment
• Removable ID holder with multiple anchor locations
• Custom molded fasteners keep your gear secure

• Ergonomic ventilated back panel for 
superior comfort 

• Integrated iPad/tablet compartment 
• Exterior water-bottle pocket 

• Fits 16” notebooks/laptops 
• Internal file/magazine pocket 
• Side mesh water bottle pockets

• Cool-Mesh™ ventilated back panel
• Removable smartphone pocket
• Heavy-Duty Duraflex™ Fittings
• EZ-Access ticket pocket

• Padded back panel for carrying comfort
• Fits all size notebooks/laptops
• Padded shoulder strap for maximum comfort

SRP: $69.99

SRP: $59.99

SRP: $119.99

SRP: $89.99

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

MEGBPE

MEGBPSP

MEGBPP

MEGBP

Backpack - 16” x 20” x 8.5”

Backpack - 16” x 18” x 8.5”

Backpack - 16” x 21” x 9”

Backpack - 15.5” x 22” x 6” 

16”

16”

17.3”

17.3”

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

The Graphite Line

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments
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The Professional Rolling Laptop Case

The Professional Laptop Backpack

The Professional Rolling Laptop Case offers four separate storage sections for all of the gear you need for your daily commute 
or an overnight trip.

This full-featured rolling case is constructed from durable 1680D ballistic nylon and includes a five-stage telescoping handle,
a padded top carrying handle for easy lifting, free-rolling in-line skate wheels and a trolley strap for stacking on other luggage. 
The Roller also features a fully-adjustable and padded laptop compartment for 13” to 17.3” laptops, a separate fleece lined 
pouch for an iPad, tablet or e-reader, a large file section and an oversized compartment to hold clothing and personal items. 
A zippered front organizer section provides quick access to pens, cell phone, business cards, keys, cables, and other small 
accessories. The matching Professional Backpack offers loads of organized storage and fits securely on top of the rolling case 
with its built-in trolley strap. 

The Mobile Edge Professional Backpack may be the most intuitive case we have ever designed. The well thought-out design of 
this backpack offers the right amount of organized storage space - right where you want it. The Professional Backpack offers four 
separate storage sections for all of the gear you need for your daily commute or an overnight trip.

This Checkpoint-friendly backpack is constructed of durable 1680D ballistic nylon and includes padded air-mesh shoulder straps 
and back panel, a padded top carry handle for easy lifting and a trolley strap for stacking on other luggage. The backpack also 
features a fully-adjustable and padded laptop compartment for 13” to 16” laptops, a separate fleece lined pouch for an iPad, tablet 
or e-reader, a unique quick access accessory pocket, and a large section to hold files, extra gear or personal items. A zippered front 
organizer section provides quick access to pens, cell phone, business cards, keys, cables, and other small accessories.

• Fully-adjustable laptop compartment provides custom fit for 13” to 17” laptops
• Five-stage telescoping handle
• Four separate sections for a laptop, files, organizer, and a change of clothes
• Separate iPad/tablet/eReader pocket

• Checkpoint-friendly design for faster screening at TSA airport 
security checkpoints

• Fully-adjustable laptop compartment provides custom fit for 
13” to 16” laptops

• Quick-access accessory pocket holds AC adaptor & cables
• Four separate sections for a laptop, tablet, files, accessories, 

and your personal items

• Padded Air-Mesh shoulder straps and back panel with 
a trolley strap

• Organizer section provides pockets for pens, phone, 
business cards, keys, and accessories

• Separate iPad/tablet/eReader pocket
• Lifetime warranty

Wide-mounted,
free-rolling in-line 
skate wheels provide 
stable maneuvering

Business organizer 
section provides 
pockets for pens, 
phone, cards, keys,
and other accessories

Padded Air-Mesh 
shoulder strap
and padded back panel

Checkpoint-friendly 
design for faster screening 
at TSA airport security 
checkpoints

Five-stage
telescoping handle

Both cases feature 
trolley straps for easy 
and secure stacking 
onto other luggage

Business organizer 
section provides 
pockets for pens, 
phone, cards, keys, 
and other accessories

• Wide-mounted free-rolling in-line skate wheels provide 
stable maneuvering

• Business organizer section provides pockets for pens, 
phone, business cards, cables, and other accessories

SRP: $179.99

SRP: $119.99

Part Number

Part Number

MEPRC1

MEPBP1

Rolling Case - 18” x 14” x 10” 

Backpack - 16” x 19” x 9”

13” - 17.3”

13" - 16”

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

The Professional Laptop Travel Set

Men’s Laptop Cases
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A wide variety of styles and colors to accommodate 
your Laptop, Ultrabook, Chromebook, or Mac

ScanFast 2.0 Briefcase

ScanFast 2.0 Backpack

Specifically for frequent airport travelers, Mobile Edge has created the ScanFast collection. Each case is uniquely designed 
to provide an unobstructed security scan of the laptop to help speed travelers through the screening process.  The ScanFast 
cases also feature the quality materials, functionality, and laptop protection that only Mobile Edge can offer!

Specifically for frequent airport travelers, Mobile Edge has created the ScanFast Collection. Each case is uniquely designed 
to provide an unobstructed security scan of the laptop to help speed travelers through the screening process. The ScanFast 
cases also feature the quality materials, functionality, and laptop protection that only Mobile Edge can offer!

• Checkpoint-friendly design for faster screening at airport x-rays
• DuPont Sorona main material requires 30% less energy to manufacture, 

reducing greenhouse emissions by 63%
• Separate padded computer compartment for superior protection
• Easy access front pockets

• Checkpoint-friendly design for faster screening at airport x-rays
• DuPont Sorona main material requires 30% less energy to manufacture, 

reducing greenhouse emissions by 63%
• Separate padded computer compartment for superior protection
• Easy access front pockets

• Durable Sorona shell with leather trim and handles
• Shock-absorbing shoulder strap
• Multiple interior and exterior pockets for organization
• Trolley strap for use with rolling luggage

• Durable Sorona shell with leather trim and handles
• Multiple interior and exterior pockets for organization
• Cool-mesh back panel
• Padded shoulder straps and rubberized handle for 

maximum comfort

SRP: $109.99

SRP: $119.99

Part Number

Part Number

MESFBC2.0

MESFBP2.0

Briefcase - 17” x 13.3” x 5”

Backpack - 13.5” x 19” x 8”

16”

17.3”

Padded Laptop Compartment

Padded Laptop Compartment

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Men’s Laptop Cases

Corporate Briefcase
The padded laptop compartment is designed to hold your 16” laptop, a sleek Ultrabook and/or a tablet or e-reader computing devices in 
one area, with their own, separate padded pockets! On the front of the case, you’ll find a zip-down workstation with pockets for business 
cards, USB drives, memory cards, cell phones, and your personal items, plus a separate pocket for plane tickets of travel documents.
• Accommodates laptops with up to 16” screens, Ultrabook and tablet all in 

one padded compartment
• Three quick access exterior accessory pockets for AC adapter, cables, 

smart phone, etc.

• Dedicated tablet compartment
• Zip-down workstation will organize your personal and travel items.
• Accordion file section for work papers and magazines.
• Trolley strap for use with rolling luggage

Part Number Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection

Padded Laptop & Tablet CompartmentsMEBCC1 Briefcase - 16.5" x 12" x 7" 16” SRP: $79.99

Slimline Chromebook/Ultrabook Messenger Bag
The Slimline Messenger Bag is perfectly suited to these new sleek form factors. It features a stylish Koskin outer-shell material 
with contrast stitching and perforated accent panels. The Slimline Messenger has padded pockets for both a 14.1” Chroembook/
Ultrabook and an iPad or other popular tablet. There is additional space for files and accessories, an interior zippered pocket,
a full-length exterior pocket plus an organizer for cell-phones, iPod, flash drives, memory cards, pens and a key fob.

• Organizer for cell-phones, iPod, flash drives, memory cards, 
pens and a key fob

• Adjustable shoulder strap for user comfort

• Holds14” Chromebook/Ultrabooks and 15” MacBook Pros
• Full-size exterior pocket for magazines/files
• Lighter interior lining color for increased visibility
• Zippered interior pocket for personal items

Part Number Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection

MEUTSMB5 Messenger - 15" x 11.6" x 3" 14.1” SRP: $69.99Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments
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ECO Laptop Messenger Bags

ECO Laptop Backpacks 14.1” / 17.3”

The ECO Messener Bags are the newest additions to our eco-friendly family of cases. Stylish, modern design is combined with natural 
cotton canvas construction to create an all-purpose case with a minimal impact on the environment. A padded laptop 
compartment and multiple interior pockets for organization make this a great case you’ll feel great about carrying!

The ECO backpacks are the newest additions to our eco-friendly family of cases. Stylish, modern design is combined with natural cotton 
canvas construction to create an all-purpose case with a minimal impact on the environment. A padded laptop compartment 
and multiple interior pockets for organization make this a great case you’ll feel great about carrying!
• All natural cotton canvas exterior
• Dedicated padded laptop compartment
• Removable ID holder with multiple anchor locations

• Padded back panel for carrying comfort
• Custom workstation with pockets for USB flash memory devices, 

media cards and accessories

SRP: $59.99

SRP: $79.99

SRP: $69.99

Part Number

Part Number

Black: MECME1 Navy Blue: MECME3 
Charcoal: MECME5 Olive: MECME9 Messenger - 18” x 13.5” x 4.25” 17.3” Padded Laptop Compartment

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Black: MECBP1

Black: MECBPM1

Olive: MECBP9 Backpack - 15.5” x 22” x 6” 

Backpack - 14” x 17.5” x 5” 

17.3”

14.1”

Padded Laptop Compartment

Padded Laptop Compartment

17.3”

14.1”

• All Natural Cotton Canvas Exterior
• Dedicated padded laptop compartment
• Holds laptops up to 17.3” screen
• Full-size back pocket

• Integrated, dedicated poly-fur lined iPad/tablet pocket
• Padded back panel for carrying comfort
• Padded, removable shoulder strap for maximum comfort
• Removable ID holder with multiple anchor locations

ECO Briefcases
A dedicated padded laptop compartment keeps your laptop protected, while an integrated tablet pocket and 
separate sections for files, folders, magazines, and accessories will keep your gear organized and at your fingertips! 
A matching, removable, adjustable shoulder strap ensures you’ll carry your gear in comfort and style.

• All natural cotton canvas exterior
• Padded, poly-fur lined pocket protects your iPad or Tablet
• Detachable shoulder strap conveniently adjusts to your height

• Zippered front pockets and a full-size rear pocket for your 
travel accessories, work papers, or magazines

• Integrated workstation organizes your travel accessories

SRP: $59.99
Part Number

Black: MECBC1 Olive: MECBC9 Briefcase -17.25” x 12.25” x 4.5” 16” Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection

ECO Chromebook / Ultrabook Messenger Bags
The Chromebook / Ultrabook ECO messengers have a modern, edgy style that incorporates a dedicated padded 
laptop compartment to keep your laptop protected, an integrated tablet pocket, and separate sections for files, 
folders, magazines, and accessories to keep your gear organized and at your fingertips!
• All Natural Cotton Canvas Exterior
• Dedicated padded laptop compartment
• Holds laptops, Ultrabooks or Chomebooks up 

to: 14”  screen PCs & 15” MacBook Pros
• Full-size back pocket

• Integrated, dedicated poly-fur lined iPad/tablet pocket
• Padded back panel for carrying comfort
• Padded, removable shoulder strap for maximum comfort
• Removable ID holder with multiple anchor locations

SRP: $59.99

Part Number

Black: MEUME1 Charcoal: MEUME5Olive: MEUME9 Messenger - 15.5” x 10.5” x 4” 14.1”

Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Edge Messenger Bag
Made of durable Nylon and RipStop, the Messenger has an edgy feel that is further accented by the silver grommets. The easy-access 
pockets on the exterior keep your accessories in easy reach, while the multiple internal pockets keep your other 
accessories in their place. A padded laptop section makes sure your laptop is safe while you’re on the go.

• Stylish, edgy design
• Impact-absorbing shoulder strap
• Easy access front pockets and ticket pocket
• Made of durable ripstop and nylon

• Holds 15.4” laptops
• Multiple interior pockets for organization
• Dedicated padded laptop section

Part Number Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection

Padded Laptop CompartmentMEEMB1 Messenger - 17.5” x 13.5” x 6.5” 15.4” SRP: $59.99
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Select Messenger Bags

Premium Briefcases

Heritage Premium Briefcase

Premium Messenger Bags

Select Briefcases

This is the messenger bag that we wish we could carry everyday! If you are fortunate enough to not have to lug a lot 
of stuff around every day - you just grab your gear and go – this is the messenger bag for you. The Select messenger 
bag is a simple and convenient solution; just what you need when you need it.

Our signature case, this is the one that brings it all together – form, function, and style. That road trip has just been extended 
an extra day - No problem, because you are carrying everything you need with room to spare – and you look good doing it.

A carrying case with personality. Our signature case, this is the one that brings it all together – form, function, and style. That road trip has 
just been extended an extra day – No problem, because you are carrying everything you need with room to spare – and you look good 
doing it. We’ve designed every feature of this case to be the best – from the handle – to the strap – to the way it protects your computer.

Our Premium messenger satisfies your minimalist needs while keeping your options open. The Premium messenger leads 
a double life and its secret is the 2” zippered expansion gusset which adds 40% more storage space. Two cases in one body.

This is not your dad’s briefcase! You could buy boring and bland, there’s plenty of it out there, but why 
would you? You know what you want, and better is at the top of your list. We’ve designed every feature 
of these cases to be the best - from the handle - to the strap - to the way it protects your computer.

• Superior SafetyCellTM laptop protection compartment
• Exclusive wireless security shield pocket protects cell 

phones from hackers and viruses

• Zippered “Expansion Gusset” allows 2” variation in case depth
• Superior SafetyCellTM laptop protection compartment
• Rugged 1680D ballistic nylon

• Superior SafetyCellTM laptop protection compartment
• Patented Duraflex ‘Contour Comfort’ shoulder strap
• Gel-eGrip handle for superior carrying comfort
• Exclusive Wireless Security Shield pocket protects cell phones 

and credit cards from hackers and viruses

• Superior SafetyCellTM laptop protection compartment
• Patented Duraflex ‘Contour Comfort’ shoulder strap
• Gel-eGrip handle for superior carrying comfort
• Exclusive wireless security shield pocket protects cell phones 

and credit cards from hackers and viruses

• Superior SafetyCellTM laptop protection compartment
• Patented Duraflex ‘Contour Comfort’ shoulder strap
• Gel-eGrip handle for superior carrying comfort
• Exclusive wireless security shield pocket protects cell phones 

and credit cards from hackers and viruses

• Padded pockets for wallet, phone, files, and more
• Rear zippered pocket with EZ-Access ticket pocket
• Exclusive bungee comfort system shoulder strap
• Full-grain leather trim
• 1680D ballistic nylon

• Fits in any overhead or under any seat
• Rear zippered pocket with EZ-Access ticket pocket
• Separate section for files, magazines and accessories
• Full-grain leather trim
• 1680D ballistic nylon

• Fully-adjustable shoulder strap
• Roomy interior with padded pockets for wallets, pens, phone and more
• Additional pocket for files or magazines with EZ-access ticket sleeve

• Exclusive wireless security shield protects cell phones from 
hackers and viruses

• Innovative waist belt provides additional comfort and tucks 
away in its own hidden pocket when not in use

• Padded pockets for wallet, phone, files, and more
• Rear zippered pocket with EZ-Access ticket pocket
• Full-grain leather trim
• 1680D ballistic nylon

SRP: $49.99

SRP: $89.99

SRP: $89.99

SRP: $69.99

SRP: $69.99

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Yellow - MEMS04

Silver/Black - MEBCP2

Silver/Black - MEBCP2/OS

Charcoal - MEBCS1

Silver - MEMP02

Yellow - MEBCS4

Dr. Pepper - MEMS07

Navy/Black - MEBCP3

Navy - MEMP03

Dr. Pepper - MEBCS7

Messenger - 17.5” x 14” x  3.5” 

Briefcase - 16.5“ x 15 “x 5“ 

Briefcase - 16.5” x 14” x 5”

Messenger -16" x 14" x 5"

Briefcase - 16.5” x 14” x 3.5”

15.4”

15.6”

14.1”

15.4”

15.6”

SafetyCellTM Laptop Protection

SafetyCellTM Laptop Protection

SafetyCellTM Laptop Protection

SafetyCellTM Laptop Protection

SafetyCellTM Laptop Protection

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection



18Men’s Laptop Cases

Select and Premium Nylon Laptop Briefcases

Premium 2.0 Backpacks

TechStyle 2.0 EVA Cases

Tech Messenger Bag

Sleek and lightweight laptop cases in 1680D ballistic nylon. Stylish contrast stitching and polished nickel 
fittings enhance the elegant design. In addition to the padded laptop pocket, there are two full-size interior 
compartments for your work papers, file folders, and travel accessories. A separate divided file section ensures 
you have space for all your work papers.

Designed to carry the largest of 17.3 inch laptops. You need a backpack specifically designed for a computer that will also carry all 
of your gear. We’ve designed this backpack, from the Cool-Mesh™ ventilated back panel to the SafetyCell™ laptop compartment, to 
be better in every way. If you enjoy the freedom a backpack offers, this is the one for you!

The Premium TechStyle laptop cases make a statement with their minimalist style. Constructed 
from innovative EVA compression-molded material, these semi-rigid cases offers protection, 
style and innovation.

This sleek and stylish lightweight bag provides secure storage for your personal items, wallet, camera, chargers, cords, and keys plus a zippered pocket 
for valuable items. The padded fur-lined pocket will protect your iPad or other tablet. The integrated accessory organizer features pockets for your 
phone, flash drives, memory cards, pens, and business cards. Two full-size exterior pockets provide easy access to items you need to reach quickly.

• Fits widescreen laptops up to 16”
• 1680D ballistic nylon exterior
• Dedicated, padded laptop compartment.
• Zip-down workstation organizes your travel accessories

• Designed for large 17.3 inch laptops
• Superior SafetyCellTM laptop protection compartment
• Waist & chest straps
• Padded pockets for phone, files, and more
• Media pocket for MP3 player w/ headphone SoundPort

• Lightweight, compression molded EVA material
• Fits in any overhead or under any seat
• Removable mesh pouch for cables

• Designed to fit laptops with screens up to 14.1”, with an additional padded 
pocket for an iPad or tablet

• Classic styling with vegan leather exterior
• Padded, poly-fur lined pocket protects your iPad or tablet

• Multiple interior pockets for organization and storage
• Padded leather carrying handles and matching removable 

shoulder strap
• Interior file section for folders, magazines, etc.

• Dedicated poly-fur lined tablet pocket
• Cool-Mesh™ ventilated back panel
• Detachable cell phone pocket
• Heavy-Duty Duraflex™ fittings
• EZ-Access ticket pocket

• Interior sleeve for files / dedicated file section
• Anodized steel fittings
• Classic styling highlighted by silver piping

• Adjustable, detachable shoulder strap, and polished hardware
• Cotton twill lining
• Zippered front pocket and full size rear pocket for magazines and/or files

SRP: $59.99
SRP: $79.99

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Select - 17.5” x 13.25” x 4”
Premium - 17.5” x 13.25” x 5”

Backpack - 16” x 21" x 7”

Portfolio - 17.5“ x 12.5“ x 1.7“ 
Ultra - 17.5“ x 12.5“ x 4.5“ 

Messenger -12.25” x 14.5” x 2.5”

16”

17.3”

16”

14.1”

Dedicated Padded Laptop Compartment

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Padded Laptop Section

Dedicated Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

MEBCNS1: Select Nylon Briefcase

Black/Silver Trim - MEBPP1

Portfolio: MEVSC2

MEBCNP1: Premium Nylon Briefcase

Black/Red Trim - MEBPP7

Ultra: MEVUC2

MEMT01

MEBCNS1 MEBCNP1

Express 2.0 Laptop / Chromebook Briefcases
Designed to carry your laptop or Chromebook without any unnecessary added bulk. 
The unique design lets you work right out of the case, perfect for those quick moments at the airport 
or between calls. This durable case is made from rugged 1680D ballistic nylon with steel fittings and 
reinforced rivets.
• Lightweight design allows you to work right out of the case
• Fits in any overhead or under any seat
• Front zippered section for accessories
• Durable 1680D ballistic nylon

• Padded carrying handle
• Rear file pocket
• Steel fittings and self-healing zippers 
• Adjustable, removable shoulder strap

SRP: $39.99

SRP: $79.99

SRP: $79.99

SRP: $39.99

Part Number Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection

13” x 9.25” x 2.5”

15” x 10.5” x 3”

15”.5 x 12.25” x 3”

17.25” x 13” x 3”

11.6”

14.1”

16”

17.3”

Dedicated Laptop Compartment

11.6”

14.1”
16”

17.3”

MEEN211: Express 2.0 Chromebook Briefcase 11.6”

MEEN214: Express 2.0 Chromebook / Laptop Briefcase 13”/14.1”

MEEN216: Express 2.0 Laptop Briefcase 15.6”/16”

MEEN217: Express 2.0 Laptop Briefcase 17”

SRP: $109.99
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A wide variety of styles and colors to accommodate 
your Laptop, Ultrabook, Chromebook, or Mac

Women’s Slimline Briefcase

Verona Laptop/Tablet Tote

Signature Tote - Faux-Croc

Urban Laptop Totes

The Mobile Edge Ultrabook Briefcase is the stylish alternative for women who prefer to carry their Ultrabook in a fashionable 
case. Inside you’ll find a dedicated compartment for your laptop with an adjustable divider for your AC adapter, pockets for 
your cell phone, pens, business cards, and even a lipstick holder.

The Verona is a stylish and sophisticated tote for the professional woman on the go. With integrated pockets for a laptop and tablet, this tote 
offers the best of both worlds. Made from supple vegan leather which offers superior scratch resistance, the Verona features self-healing zippers 
for long lasting use.

The stylish Signature Tote is the latest addition to the Mobile Edge tote collection. Incorporating over four years of actual user input, 
we feel this is the best computer tote ever. 

Designer styling highlighted by stainless steel buckles and accent straps with contrasting stitching, the Signature Tote is the most well 
appointed notebook tote on the market. 

Our special edition Urban Tote is the perfect companion for your daily commute to work, school or even occasional travel. This roomy 
tote can be used as a purse, a travel bag, a briefcase, or even a diaper bag!  The Urban Tote is built with a lightweight yet durable cotton 
canvas with contrasting vegan leather accents and trim and features a classic shape and design with dual top handles that make it 
easy to carry. The contemporary charcoal color comes with your choice of black or brown trim. This tote bag has a large main 
compartment with a top zipper closure and a fully lined interior that includes separate padded pockets for your laptop and tablet. 

• Checkpoint-friendly design for faster screening at TSA airport 
security checkpoints

• Adjustable interior compartment fits 8.9”-13.3” Ultrabooks
• Stylish MicroFiber exterior with Faux-leather accents

• Durable vegan-leather exterior with contrasting trim 
and polished nickel fittings

• Padded poly-fur lined pockets for both your laptop 
and a tablet

• Holds PC laptops up to 16” and 17” MacBook Pros
• Dedicated SafetyCell™ laptop protection compartment
• Flattened non-slip straps keep your case comfortably on your shoulder

• Professional styling with fashion-inspired materials
• Lightweight cotton canvas exterior with vegan leather trim
• Padded laptop compartment for laptops up to 15.6”
• Separate poly-fur lined pocket for a tablet/iPad

• Removable/adjustable shoulder strap
• Multiple pockets for cell phone, cards, pens, lipstick, and other accessories
• Center compartment provides easy access for magazines, file folders, etc.
• Dedicated laptop protection compartment

• Fashion inspired Tartan cotton-twill lining
• Integrated accessory organizer
• Three separate top zipper storage sections
• Matching accessory clutch

• Detachable matching cosmetics/accessory pouch
• Polished silver buckles and self-healing zippers

• Zippered exterior pocket for phone/quick access items
• Stylish fittings, durable metal feet and self-healing zippers
• Fashion inspired Tartan cotton-twill lining
• Integrated accessory organizer

SRP: $69.99

SRP: $129.99

SRP: $99.99

SRP: $89.99

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

MEUEWBC

MEWVLB

METSC1

Black Trim: METMS51
Brown Trim: METMS52

Briefcase - 15” x 11.5” x 4” 

Tote - 16” x 12.5” x 5.5” 

Tote - 17” x 14” x 5”

Tote - 16.5” x 13” x 5.5”

8.9” - 13.3” Screens

16”

16”

15.6”

Padded Laptop Compartment

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Padded Laptop Compartments

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Women’s Laptop Cases
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Element Checkpoint-Friendly Briefcase – Pink Suede – ScanFast™

Herringbone Element Briefcases – ScanFast™

Onyx Checkpoint-Friendly Briefcase – ScanFast™

Onyx Checkpoint-Friendly Backpack – ScanFast™

This Checkpoint-friendly collection of laptop cases have really become the leading product(s) to purchase for
TSA compliant laptop cases. The ScanFast Element Briefcase may be the most versatile women’s laptop case ever
introduced. This TSA compliant laptop case is the only one of its kind. Leave your laptop in your case when
passing through airport security. The rich pink suede and brown faux-leather exterior is highlighted by
a bright color-accented satin lining.

Designed for sleek Ultrabook laptops and lightweight tablets, the Herringbone Element briefcase comes in two 
sizes each with dedicated padded compartments for a laptop and a tablet. Style-conscience female travelers 
can now leave their laptop and tablet in their case while passing through TSA airport security checkpoints.

The ScanFast Onyx Briefcase Checkpoint Friendly Laptop Case combines designer quality materials, fittings, and accents with 
the functionality, organization, and laptop protection that only Mobile Edge can offer! TSA compliant means you can leave your 
laptop in the case when passing through airport security checkpoints. Save time and travel smart!

The tailored construction of the Onyx Briefcase protects your laptop in the dedicated 
laptop compartment while providing additional sections and pockets for your papers and accessories.

The ScanFast Onyx Backpack from Mobile Edge is the only women’s checkpoint-friendly laptop backpack 
on the market! This TSA compliant backpack is designed specifically for women and incorporates all of our 
high-end features into one comfortable, stylish package! From the exclusive SafetyCell™ laptop protection 
compartment and tons of storage capacity to the ventilated padded back panel and hide-away water bottle 
holder, the Onyx Backpack has everything you need when you are on the go.

With this checkpoint-friendly laptop case you can leave your laptop in the case when passing through air-
port security checkpoints – which gives you less to worry about during that part of your travels. 
The Onyx line from Mobile Edge – a new level of style.

• Rich pink suede and brown faux-leather exterior
• Color accented satin interior lining
• Trolley strap for use with rolling luggage
• Dedicated padded laptop section
• Easy-access exterior pockets

• Checkpoint-friendly design for faster screening at TSA 
airport security checkpoints

• Rich herringbone & vegan leather exterior
• Matching clutch included
• Dedicated Poly-Fur lined tablet pocket

• Fits up to 16” PC laptop computers or 17” MacBook Pros
• Checkpoint-friendly laptop bag, TSA compliant
• Exterior pockets for easy access

• Fits up to 16” PC laptop computers or 17” MacBook Pros
• Checkpoint-friendly laptop bag, TSA compliant
• Superior SafetyCell™ laptop protection compartment
• Multiple pockets for organization
• Separate zippered laptop section

• Separate zippered workstation and file sections
• Padded shoulder strap, durable steel fittings, and 

faux leather wrapped handles
• Includes matching detachable cosmetic purse

• Trolley strap for use with rolling luggage
• Separate, dedicated pockets for laptop and a tablet
• Padded shoulder strap and durable steel fittings
• Zippered workstation organizer and file sections

• Removable accessories/cosmetics pouch
• Designer inspired exterior material with faux-croc accents

• Detachable matching cosmetics/accessory pouch
• Zippered section for files/folders
• Mobile phone and small accessory pockets
• Ventilated back panel, sturdy shoulder straps, 

and carrying handle

SRP: $99.99

SRP: $99.99

SRP: $119.99

SRP: $99.99

SRP: $99.99

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

MESFEBX

MESFOBC

MESFOBP

MESFEBHS
MESFEBHL

Briefcase - 17” x 13.5” x 5” 

Briefcase - 18” x 13” x 6”

Backpack - 13” x 16.5” x 6.5”

Small - 16” x 12.5” x 4”
Large - 17” x 13.5” x 5” 

16”

16”

16”

14.1”
16”

Padded Laptop Compartments

Padded Laptop Compartments

Padded Laptop Compartments

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Women’s Laptop Cases

14.1”
16”
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Onyx Backpack

The Milano Laptop Handbag

Geneva Onyx Laptop Tote

Geneva – MicroFiber Hangbag

Caring Case Pink Faux-Suede Tote

The Onyx Backpack is the ultimate backpack designed specifically for women! From the exclusive SafetyCellTM 
laptop protection compartment, to the wireless security shield, the ventilated padded back panel and 
hide-away water bottle holder, the Onyx Backpack has everything you need when you are on the go.

This beautiful, handbag style laptop carrying case is styled in supple faux-croc material with 
a buttery-soft poly-suede lining that is absolutely luxurious to the touch! Our designers took all the classic 
elements that make a perfect handbag and created a design that will never be mistaken for a ‘laptop bag’.

The Onyx Geneva Laptop Case combines designer quality materials and fittings with the functionality, 
organization, and laptop protection that only Mobile Edge can offer!

The tailored construction of the Geneva protects your laptop in the dedicated SafetyCell™ laptop compartment
while also providing additional sections and pockets for your papers and accessories. This feature rich, classic 
design will keep you looking good for years to come!

This is a real beauty that defines sophistication while delivering the most advanced technology available.
Befitting its world-class name and legacy, the Geneva can accommodate laptops with 17.3” screens and delivers that 
touch of class as well as travel-hardy durability.

Here’s the tote that does it all! Our gorgeous Pink Faux-Suede Tote radiates style while offering an efficient 
sanctuary for your notebook and all your essentials. As part of our Caring Case collection™, 10% of the 
retail price of this lovely tote will be donated by Mobile Edge to the Breast Cancer Research Foundation.

• Fits laptops with screens up to 16”
• Designer inspired exterior material with faux-leather accents
• Superior SafetyCell™ laptop protection compartment
• Multiple pockets for organization

• Fits laptops with screens up to 16”
• Dedicated SafetyCell™ laptop protection compartment
• Removable accessories/cosmetics pouch
• Padded cell phone pocket

• Fits laptops with screens up to 16”
• Dedicated SafetyCell™ laptop protection compartment
• Separate section for files, books, and magazines

• Fits laptops with screens up to 17.3”
• Superior SafetyCell™ Laptop protection compartment
• Exterior cell phone pocket
• Detachable cosmetics pouch

• Perfect for laptops with screens up to 17.3” and 17” Apple 
MacBook Pros

• Superior SafetyCell™ laptop protection compartment
• Fits in any overhead compartment and under any seat

• Separate zippered laptop section
• Detachable matching cosmetics/accessory pouch
• Zippered section for files/folders

• Exclusive wireless security shield pocket protects cell 
phones and credit cards from hackers and viruses

• Zippered Interior Pocket

• Exterior pockets for easy access
• Removable accessories/cosmetics pouch

• MicroFiber exterior is complimented with leather trim
• EZ-Access ticket pocket
• Stylish fittings and self-healing zipper
• Three convenient exterior accessory pockets

• Removable computer section for dual functionality
• Zippered interior pocket
• Detachable cosmetics/accessory pouch
• EZ-Access ticket pocket

SRP: $99.99

SRP: $99.99

SRP: $99.99

SRP: $119.99

SRP: $129.99

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

MEBPWO

MEMC1S

MEGNOS

MEGN1L

METXK4

Backpack - 13” x 16.5” x 6.5”

Handbag - 16.5“ x 12.5“ x 4.5“ 

Tote - 16.8” x 12.3” x 5”

Handbag - 19” x 14.5” x 5.3” 

Tote - 18” x 14.5” x 5” 

16”

16”

16”

17.3”

17.3”

SafetyCellTM Laptop Protection

SafetyCell™ Laptop Protection

SafetyCell™ Laptop Protection

SafetyCell™ Laptop Protection

SafetyCell™ Laptop Protection

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Women’s Laptop Cases
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Madison Totes

Ultra Totes

Express Backpacks

This stylish design will never be mistaken for a “computer case”!
Our designers have outdone themselves by creating an exterior that is a true classic while creating an interior that 
is pure function! The innovative interior has a dedicated zippered section for your computer and an additional 
area that holds your everyday items.

The Ultra Tote adds both functionality and elegance to an already stylish and innovative design.
Complementing the existing ‘work’ functionality, we have built this bag with a removable computer section that allows
you to carry it as a regular tote on those days that we need to ‘play’.

The Express Backpack was designed from the start as a smarter way to carry your computer and gear! 
From the ergonomic straps and ventilated back panel to the protective laptop compartment, we’ve designed this 
pack to be better in every aspect. If you enjoy the freedom a backpack offers, this multi-purpose backpack is for you!

• Full-grain Araya leather trim 
• Dedicated superior SafetyCell™ laptop protection compartment fits 

PC laptops up to 15.4” and 17” Apple MacBook Pros

• Superior SafetyCellTM laptop protection compartment
• Removable computer section for dual functionality
• Zippered interior pocket
• Detachable cosmetics/accessory clutch

• Fits laptops with screens up to 16”
• Superior SafetyCellTM laptop protection compartment
• Fully-adjustable shoulder straps
• Ventilated and padded rear panel

• Zippered interior pocket
• Matching cosmetics/accessory clutch
• Stylish fittings and self-healing zippers

• EZ-Access ticket pocket
• Stylish fittings and self-healing zippers
• Durable metal feet

• Roomy interior with pockets for wallet, files, phone, and more
• Additional pocket for files or magazines with EZ-access ticket sleeve
• Rubberized handle

•                                                
SRP: $199.99

SRP: $169.99

SRP: $69.99

SRP: $59.99

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Brown/White - METMC8

Black Leather - METL01

Pink Ribbon - MEBPEX1

Black - METMN1

Chocolate Suede - METL08

Green Dots - MEBPE9D

Tote - 18.2” x 14.5” x 5.5” 

Tote - 14.5” x 18” x 5” 

Backpack - 16” x  20” x 8.5”

15.4”

17.3”

16”

SafetyCell™  Laptop Compartment

SafetyCell™ Laptop Protection Sleeve

Padded Laptop Compartments

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Women’s Laptop Cases

Slimline Paris Backpack

Crossbody Tech Organizer

Designed for women by women, the Slimline Paris Backpack combines the best of today’s fashion design and materials with the comfort, 
capacity, and functionality that only a backpack can offer! The Slimline Paris Backpack not only helps support your backpack, but also 
protects your laptop with our exclusive padded SafetyCell™ laptop compartment.

The Crossbody Tech Organizer is the convenient solution for all your essentials when you are on the go. This stylish lightweight bag offers 
secure storage for your personal items, wallet, camera, chargers & cords, keys, and cosmetics. A padded fur-lined pocket will protect your 
iPad or other 10” tablet.

• Perfect for laptops with screens up to 16’’
• Dedicated SafetyCell™ laptop protection compartment
• Plenty of room for files and magazines

• Professional style woman’s small crossbody messenger
• Organizer section for cell-phones, flash drives, memory cards, pens, etc.
• Fashion-inspired cotton twill interior

• Workstation section for accessories, cell phones, 
cables, pens, etc.

• Ventilated and padded rear panel with ergonomic 
shoulder straps for carrying comfort

• Durable vegan leather exterior with polished faux-croc trim
• Exterior pockets for easy-access

SRP: $79.99

SRP: $69.99

Part Number

Part Number

MEBPW1-SL

MEMTCO

Backpack - 13” x 16” x 5” 

10” x 3” x 12”

16”

10”  Tablets

SafetyCell™ Laptop Protection

Padded Tablet Protection

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection
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Classic Corduroy Laptop Totes

Corduroy Tablet/Ultrabook/Chromebook Totes

Herringbone Tablet/Ultrabook/Chromebook Totes

Faux-Croc Portfolios

The classic styling and rich Corduroy fabric give this case an attractive, sophisticated look and feel. 
Available in two sizes, the case features a padded laptop pocket, a soft fur-lined iPad/tablet pocket, 
two storage sections, and a separate accordion file section plus a zip-down workstation for your 
travel accessories.

The Corduroy Ultrabook/Tablet Totes are a perfect combination of looks and features for any 
situation. These sleek totes are specifically designed for today’s Ultrabooks and tablets. 
They share the fashion-inspired styling of our larger totes but in a compact, convenient size.

The slim-line styling and rich herringbone fabric gives this case an attractive, sophisticated look 
and feel. There are dedicated, padded compartments for your Ultrabook or your tablet, keeping them 
secure and protected. The integrated workstation keeps your accessories organized and easy to access.

With these portfolios you merely carry this slim-line case within your 
favorite bag, or with the included matching shoulder strap!
These stylish, semi-rigid compression-molded laptop carrying cases give 
you peace of mind with its additional laptop protection, while also making 
a fun statement about your style!

• Classic styling with fashion-inspired materials
• Poly-fur lined pocket specifically for an iPad or tablet
• Zip-down workstation
• Two leather-wrapped handles for carrying comfort

• Classic styling with fashion-inspired materials
• Padded compartment for Ultrabook*
• Poly-fur lined pocket specifically for an iPad or tablet

• Classic styling with fashion-inspired materials
• Padded compartment for Ultrabook*
• Poly-fur lined pocket specifically for an iPad or Tablet

• Stylish, fun colors that are perfect for the season
• Fits in any overhead compartment, under any seat
• Lightweight compression molded EVA material

• Removable mesh pouch for cables
• Interior sleeve for files
• Matching faux-croc shoulder strap

• Separate accordion file section
• Full-length exterior pocket and handy trolley strap
• Matching accessory clutch

• Integrated workstation for accessories
• Compact size for life on the go
• Removable and adjustable shoulder strap
• Easy access front pocket for tickets/smartphones, etc.

• Integrated workstation for accessories
• Compact size for life on the go
• Removable and adjustable shoulder strap
• Easy access front pocket for tickets/smartphones, etc.

SRP: $99.99

SRP: $59.99

SRP: $59.99

SRP: $49.99

SRP: $59.99

SRP: $119.99

SRP: $69.99

SRP: $69.99

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

MEWCCS

MEWCTT

MEWHTT

Black - MEPFC1 

Yellow - MEPFC4

White - MEPFC6Blue - MEPFC3
Green - MEPFC9

MEPFC1-L

MEWCCL

MEWCUT

MEWHUT

Small - 15.5” x 12” x 6” 

Tablet - 13” x 9.5” x .75” 

Tablet - 13” x 9.5” x .75” 

15” x 11” x 2” 

Large - 17.5” x 14” x 6” 

Ultrabook - 17” x 12” x 1.25”

Ultrabook - 17” x 12” x 1.25” 

17.3” x 12.5” x 2”

14.1” Ultrabooks/Laptops

Tablet - 11” Tablets

Tablet - 11” Tablets

14.1” Screens and
15” Apple Notebooks

16” Ultrabooks/Laptops

Ultrabook - 14.1” Screens

Ultrabook - 14.1” Screens

16”

Padded Laptop or  Tablet Protection

Padded Laptop or  Tablet Protection

Padded Laptop or  Tablet Protection

Padded Laptop
Compartment

Padded Laptop Compartment

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Women’s Laptop Cases

14.1”

11”

11”

14.1”

16”

16”

14.1”

14.1”

*(Ultrabook compartment available only in MEWCUT)

*(Ultrabook compartment available only in MEWHUT)
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Mobile Edge’s ScanFast™ Collection features industry-leading “Checkpoint-Friendly” cases and backpacks 
designed to speed travelers with laptops through airport security checkpoints. 

Our ScanFast™ technology exceeds Transportation Security Administration (TSA) guidelines for carry-on 
luggage, allowing screeners to scan laptops while the laptops remain inside the bag.

ScanFastTM  Collection

ScanFast™ Checkpoint-Friendly
Briefcase 2.0

Alienware Orion M17x 
Backpack – ScanFast™

Alienware Vindicator 
Briefcase 13"/14"

Alienware Vindicator 2.0 
Briefcases 13" and 17"

Alienware Orion M17x 
Messenger– ScanFast™

ScanFast Element Checkpoint-Friendly 
Briefcase – Pink Suede

ScanFast Women’s Checkpoint-Friendly 
Briefcase

ScanFast Herringbone 
Element Briefcase

ScanFast Onyx Checkpoint-Friendly 
Briefcase

ScanFast™ Onyx Backpack

CORE Gaming Backpack
w/Velcro Panel 17.3"-18"

CORE Gaming Backpack 
w/Molded Panel 17.3"-18"

Professional Backpack 16"/17" MacScanFast™ Checkpoint-Friendly 
Backpack 2.0
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ECO Laptop Backpacks
(Eco-Friendly)

ECO Laptop Messenger Bags
(Eco-Friendly)

Express Backpack
(Eco-Friendly, Green Dots)

Eco-Friendly Briefcases

Eco-Friendly Family of Stylish Laptop Bags
Our line of environmentally-friendly laptop bags leave a smaller carbon foot print 
than traditional laptop bags

Protect your laptop and help the environment with Mobile Edge

DuPont Sorona Eco-Friendly Laptop Bags
• Made from DuPont™ Sorona® (a pioneering material produced from corn stalks) or all-natural cotton canvas
• Each leaves a smaller carbon foot print than traditional laptop bags
• All bags feature the modern yet contemporary features you expect from a high-performance bag
• Dedicated padded laptop compartment keeps your laptop protected
• Separate sections for files, folders, magazines, and accessories keep you organized

ScanFast™ Checkpoint-Friendly Briefcase 2.0 ScanFast™ Checkpoint-Friendly Backpack 2.0
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Most Popular Cases For Education

Mini Messengers

Express Backpacks 2.0

Here’s the case everyone’s talking about! Our exclusive mini messenger delivers all the storage you need for your Ultrabook, tablet PC, 
portable media center, iPod, phone, or other digital devices.

The Express Backpack 2.0 was specifically re-designed to comfortably carry your laptop computer and give you the extra room that you need for your books and accessories, 
as well as an integrated tablet pocket to hold your iPad or tablet.  The Express was designed from the start as a better way to carry your computer and gear! 
We designed this backpack, from the ergonomic straps and 
ventilated back panel to the protective laptop compartment,
to provide great functionality and user comfort. If you enjoy
the freedom a backpack offers, this is the one for you!

• Ideal size for smaller laptops, Ultrabooks, tablets, Chromebooks, 
or other portable DVD/media players

• Two padded compartments with super-soft nylex lining
• Roomy interior with multiple pockets

• Holds 16” laptops
• Interior pockets for phone, media, files, and more
• Fits in any overhead or under any seat
• Cool-MeshTM ventilated back panel
• Dedicated poly-fur lined tablet pocket
• Media pocket with headphone SoundPort
• Heavy-duty Duraflex™ fittings
• Rubberized carrying handle

• Made of heavy-duty 1680D ballistic nylon for durability
• Three mesh pockets for cables and accessories
• Easy-access cell phone pocket

SRP: $59.99

SRP: $69.99

Part Number

Part Number

Orange - MEMMS0

Black - MEBPE12

Silver - MEMMS2

Silver - MEBPE22

Red - MEMMS7

Red - MEBPE72
Royal - MEBPE32

Messenger - 11.5” x 13” x 3.5” 

Backpack - 20” x 16” x 8.5” 

13.3”

16”

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Express 2.0 Laptop / Chromebook Briefcases
Designed to carry your laptop or Chromebook without any unnecessary added bulk. 
The unique design lets you work right out of the case, perfect for those quick moments at the airport 
or between calls. This durable case is made from rugged 1680D ballistic nylon with steel fittings and 
reinforced rivets.
• Lightweight design allows you to work right out of the case
• Fits in any overhead or under any seat
• Front zippered section for accessories
• Durable 1680D ballistic nylon

• Padded carrying handle
• Rear file pocket
• Steel fittings and self-healing zippers 
• Adjustable, removable shoulder strap

SRP: $39.99

Part Number Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection

Suitable for K-12 or college, our cases guarantee uncompromised quality 
that will last a lifetime

Mobile Edge offers a unique variety of backpacks and carrying cases 
for all levels of education

13” x 9.25” x 2.5”

15” x 10.5” x 3”

15”.5 x 12.25” x 3”

17.25” x 13” x 3”

11.6”

14.1”

16”

17.3”

Dedicated Laptop Compartment

11.6”

14.1”
16”

17.3”

MEEN211: Express 2.0 Chromebook Briefcase 11.6”

MEEN214: Express 2.0 Chromebook / Laptop Briefcase 13”/14.1”

MEEN216: Express 2.0 Laptop Briefcase 15.6”/16”

MEEN217: Express 2.0 Laptop Briefcase 17”
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SmartPack Backpacks

Notebook/Chromebook/Tablet SlipSuit Sleeves

A no-nonsense backpack for people who value a case which puts protection first. Ergonomically designed and lightweight, the SmartPack offers protection for your laptop 
and tablet and still provides plenty of space for the books, files, and accessories you need to stay productive. The padded and ventilated back panel, shoulder straps, and 
carrying handle means you can comfortably carry the SmartPack as far as you need to go.

Made of durable padded EVA with reinforced corners to help protect your laptop. 
Carry with the tough nylon handles or slide it into your briefcase or tote. Featuring a large 
exterior front pocket for your power supply or other accessories, and heavy-duty zipper 
pulls, they ensure both mobility and protection.

SRP: $69.99

SRP: $29.99

Part Number

Part Number

Royal Blue: MEBPSP3
Charcoal: MEBPSP5

Carbon: MEBPSP6
Crimson: MEBPSP7
Wheat: MEBPSP8
Teal: MEBPSP9

Black: MEBPSP1
Silver: MEBPSP2 Backpack - 20” x 18” x 8.5” 16” Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Life is too colorful
Time to Let Your True Colors Shine

Ergonomic padded &
ventilated back panel

Side mesh pockets 
for bottles or 
accessories

Laptop protection
compartment

Integrated padded
iPad/tablet pocket

Organizer with 
pockets for files, 
pens, phone, 
and cards

Internal file/
magazine pocket

• Soft, durable, and water-resistant EVA helps protect and cushion your laptop
• Two nylon wrapped handles for carrying comfort
• Front zippered accessory compartment
• Zippered laptop compartment

Black: MESS1-16
Purple: MESS8-16 
Wheat: MESS18-16

Black: MESS1-14

Black: MESS1-11-12

Black:  MESS1-173

12” x 9” x 1”

13.7” x 10.2” x 1.5” 

14.2” x 11.2” x 1.5” 

17.5” x 13.8” x 2.2” 

16” MacBooks

14.1”

11.6”-12” Chromebook

17.3”

12”

14.1”

16”

17.3”

Black: MESSM1-15
Navy Blue: MESSM5-15

15.5” x 10.8” x 2” 15” MacBooks15”

Black: MESSM1-13
Silver: MESSM2-13
Royal Blue: MESSM5-13
Purple: MESSM8-13
Carbon: MESSM16-13
Wheat: MESSM18-13

13.7” x 10.2” x 1.5” 13” MacBooks13”
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ECO Laptop Backpacks 14.1” / 17.3”
The ECO Backpacks are the newest additions to our eco-friendly family of cases. Stylish, modern design is combined with natural cotton 
canvas construction to create an all-purpose case with a minimal impact on the environment. A padded laptop compartment 
and multiple interior pockets for organization make this a great case you’ll feel great about carrying!
• All natural cotton canvas exterior
• Dedicated padded laptop compartment
• Removable ID holder with multiple anchor locations

• Padded back panel for carrying comfort
• Custom workstation with pockets for USB flash memory devices, 

media cards, and accessories

SRP: $79.99

SRP: $69.99

Part Number Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection

Black: MECBP1

Black: MECBPM1

Olive: MECBP9 Backpack - 15.5” x 22” x 6” 

Backpack - 14” x 17.5” x 5”

17.3”

14.1”

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

17.3”

14.1”

Premium 2.0 Backpacks

EVO Backpack

Designed to carry the largest of 17.3 inch laptops. You need a backpack specifically designed for a computer that will also carry all 
of your gear. We’ve designed this backpack, from the Cool-Mesh™ ventilated back panel to the SafetyCell™ laptop compartment, to 
be better in every way. If you enjoy the freedom a backpack offers, this is the one for you!

The EVO is our latest “evolution” in our backpack line. Created with a sporty exterior, this backpack has all the space 
you’ll need for life on the go! A padded laptop compartment will keep your laptop safe and secure, while multiple 
internal pockets keeping your gear and accessories organized and under control. Pockets specifically designed for 
media cards and USB flash drives will keep your data safe and easily accessible!

• Designed for large 17.3 inch laptops
• Superior SafetyCellTM laptop protection compartment
• Waist & chest straps
• Padded pockets for phone, media, and more
• Media pocket with headphone SoundPort

• Dedicated padded laptop compartment
• Cool-MeshTM padded back panel and shoulder straps
• 16 accessory pockets for personal items
• Custom workstation for media cards, flash drives, business cards, & iPod

• Dedicated poly-fur lined tablet pocket
• Cool-MeshTM ventilated back panel
• Detachable cell phone pocket
• Heavy-duty Duraflex™ fittings
• EZ-Access ticket pocket

• Easy-Access exterior cell phone pockets
• Zippered water bottle holder
• Rubberized carrying handle

Part Number

Part Number

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Backpack - 16” x 21” x 7” 

Backpack - 17” x 18” x 8” 

17.3”

16”

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Padded Laptop Compartments

Black/Silver Trim - MEBPP1

Black/Red Trim: MEEVO7

Black/Red Trim - MEBPP7
SRP: $109.99

SRP: $79.99

ECO Laptop Messenger Bags
The ECO Messener Bags are the newest additions to our eco-friendly family of cases. Stylish, modern design is combined with natural 
cotton canvas construction to create an all-purpose case with a minimal impact on the environment. A padded laptop 
compartment and multiple interior pockets for organization make this a great case you’ll feel great about carrying!

SRP: $59.99

Part Number

Black: MECME1 Navy Blue: MECME3 
Charcoal: MECME5 Olive: MECME9 Messenger - 18” x 13.5” x 4.25” 17.3” Padded Laptop Compartment

Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection

• All Natural Cotton Canvas Exterior
• Dedicated padded laptop compartment
• Holds laptops up to 17.3” screen
• Full-size back pocket

• Integrated, dedicated poly-fur lined iPad/tablet pocket
• Padded back panel for carrying comfort
• Padded, removable shoulder strap for maximum comfort
• Removable ID holder with multiple anchor locations

ECO Chromebook / Ultrabook Messenger Bags
The Chromebook / Ultrabook ECO messengers have a modern, edgy style that incorporates a dedicated padded 
laptop compartment to keep your laptop protected, an integrated tablet pocket, and separate sections for files, 
folders, magazines, and accessories to keep your gear organized and at your fingertips!
• All Natural Cotton Canvas Exterior
• Dedicated padded laptop compartment
• Holds laptops, Ultrabooks or Chomebooks up 

to: 14”  screen PCs & 15” MacBook Pros
• Full-size back pocket

• Integrated, dedicated poly-fur lined iPad/tablet pocket
• Padded back panel for carrying comfort
• Padded, removable shoulder strap for maximum comfort
• Removable ID holder with multiple anchor locations

SRP: $59.99

Part Number

Black: MEUME1 Charcoal: MEUME5 Messenger - 15.5” x 10.5” x 4” 14.1”

Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments
Olive: MEUME9
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Accessories to keep you productive, 
connected, and in control

CORE Power AC USB – 27,000mAh Portable Laptop Charger

CORE Gaming 18.5” Gel Wrist Rest

Wireless Charging Mouse Pad

CORE Gaming Mouse Mats (Standard and XL Sizes)

While providing extreme power and performance, the compact and versatile CORE Power AC is your portable power solution.
It features an AC outlet that delivers an incredible 85 watts of power. Now you can plug in and power laptops and personal 
electronics as well as USB devices. 27,000mAh provides plenty of power to share across the additional 3 high-speed USB ports.

The CORE Gel Wrist Rest provides comfortable wrist cushioning and positioning for demanding gamers and 
professionals alike who use full-sized keyboards. The anti-slip rubber base keeps the rest stable while your 
fingers are on the keyboard.

Mouse pads have only ever served one function – to provide a smooth and even surface for a mouse to slide on.
Mobile Edge breaks that mold with the new Wireless Charging Mouse Pad. This 2-in-1 desktop product provides 
an ultra-slim, solid surface for your mouse, and doubles as a wireless charger for your smartphone!
No more plugging and unplugging charging cables every time you need to step away from your desk, just 
place your Qi-enabled device onto the pad to immediately start charging! It’s the perfect way to cut down 
tabletop clutter. With 3 different Micro USB input ports, finding the perfect position for your workspace is easy. 
Enjoy hassle-free power with this innovative twist on your everyday mouse pad.

CORE Gaming Mouse Mats allow for extra space when you need it most. Designed with enough space 
for both your keyboard and mouse. Whether it’s for gaming at home or on the road, the Gaming Mouse 
Mats have you covered. The perfect addition for any gamer.

Airplane Friendly: lightweight, compact, and durable, 
this charger packs the maximum power allowed to meet 
FAA carry-on requirements for lithium-ion batteries.

• Quick charge 3.0 technology
• Fast recharging
• Sleek & ultra-portable design
• International wall socket adapter 
• (AU/US/ UK/EU) included
• World class safety features

• Provides proper ergonomics while using your keyboard
• Dual lock stitched frame to prevent fraying of cloth surface and rubber base
• Foam CORE interior provides a perfect level of firmness
• Easy to clean fabric cover provides a comfortable surface during extended use
• One year warranty

• Inductive wireless charging technology
• For Qi-enabled phones
• 3 Micro USB input ports
• Versatile positioning

• Portrait or landscape charging
• LED power indicator
• Includes Micro USB cable
• One year warranty

• Pro-style precision gaming mouse mats
• Ultra-smooth fabric optimizes mouse performance
• Non-slip backing ensures stable base
• Completely portable – roll It up and take it anywhere
• One year warranty

SRP: $199.99

SRP: $29.99

SRP: $34.99

SRP: $19.99
SRP: $29.99

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

MEACL27000

MEAGWR1

MEAMPWC

Standard Size: MEAGMP1  
X-Large Size: MEAGMP2  

27,000mAh7.5” x 4.8” x 1.2”

18.5” x 4” x 0.875”

11.8” x 8.25” x 0.22”

Standard (14” x 10”) 
X-Large (32.5” x 15”)

Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions

Dimensions

Power Capacity

• Universal AC outlet
• 3 High-speed USB ports
• High-power USB-C port
• Rapid DC input
• Built-in LED flashlight
• One year warranty

Laptop Computers Mobile Devices Cameras Handheld Games Drones
Wireless Speakers/

Headsets

Perfect for use with:
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DualPower 3.1 Auto Dual USB Charger

Rechargeable Wireless Optical 6 Button Mouse

DualPower DX AC and USB Charging Outlet

Charge your iPad/tablet, smartphone, GPS, and more from your vehicle power socket. The Dual USB Car Charger allows you to quickly 
and safely charge two USB powered devices simultaneously. Its dual-port interface features one 5V/2.1A port which is ideal for ultra-fast 
charging devices such as iPads and other tablets, and one 5V/1A port for smartphones, iPod, GPS, and other devices.

The Mobile Edge Rechargeable 6 Button Wireless Optical Mouse is a fantastic ergonomic solution for any PC user at work, home, or on the go. 
With a convenient button to switch between 1600 DPI, 1200 DPI, or 800 DPI, it can accommodate any size monitor with precision and accuracy 
at a comfortable speed. Forward and backward buttons make web browsing easier, and there’s also a double click button 
for productivity or gaming use. The USB receiver stores conveniently inside of the mouse when not in use.

From phones to tablets, to MP3 players, we all have multiple devices that charge via USB. You can use adapters and clog up outlets, or 
you can use the DualPower DX, which gives you 2 high-power 2.1A USB ports, and 3 standard AC outlets at the same time. Additionally, 
when using the DualPower DX, you’re protected by the integrated surge protection.

• 3.1A Dual-Port USB Car Charger for iPad, tablet, iPhone, smartphone, iPod, GPS, MP3 players, digital cameras, and more
• Dual-Port design, a 2.1A for iPad/tablet and a 1A for smartphone/GPS
• Sophisticated circuit design with over-current, over-charging protection
• Sleek black rubberized finish
• LED indicator light
• One year warranty

•  USB receiver is pre-synced with the mouse and stores inside the mouse when not in use
• 2.4Ghz Nano USB receiver with 30’ wireless range
• Button to quickly change the resolution to 800/1200/1600 dpi
• Nano technology prevents interference with nearby wireless users
• Premium optical sensor works on a variety of surfaces
• Plug and play, no driver required
• USB charging cable included
• One year warranty

• Power Protection: Integrated surge protection to keep your AC devices safe
• Increased Options: Increases a standard wall plug to 3 outlets, and adds 2 USB ports for charging portable devices
• USB Compatibility: High-powered USB ports for charging tablets and iPads easily
• Status Indicator: LED light indicates surge protection
• One year warranty

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Dimensions/Weight

Dimensions/Weight

Dimensions/Weight

USB Ports

Wireless Technology

USB Ports

2.5” x 0.9” x 1” / 2.5oz.

4.75” x 2.5” x 1.35” / 2.9 oz

3.25” x 1.25” x 4.75” / 4.8oz.

2

2.4Ghz RF

2

MEAUCC

MEAM06

MEAUAC

SRP: $14.99

SRP: $59.99

SRP: $29.99

QuickHub 4-Port USB 2.0 Hub 

Slim-Line 4-Port USB 2.0 Hub 

The QuickHub/SlimLine 4-Port USB 2.0 Hub quick-release USB connector means it is ready to use at a moment’s notice.
Simply push the button to extend the connector and push it back into the hub when not in use. The Slim-Line
USB 2.0 Hub has an integrated cord that wraps around the hubs and snaps in place. 

The Slim-Line 4-Port USB 2.0 Hub from Mobile Edge puts that connectivity at your fingertips, connecting to all popular 
USB peripherals & devices. Its compact size means you can take it with you on the go, while its wrap-around USB cable 
protects your hub when not in use! Portability, connectivity, and productivity in one small, but powerful package.

• Instantly add 4 USB 2.0 ports to your system, at home or on the go
• Ultra-cmpact design
• USB plug-and-play, no additional drivers required

• Instantly add 4 USB 2.0 Ports to your system, at home or on the go
• Ultra-Compact design
• USB Cable wraps around hub for protection and portability

• USB connector retracts into the unit, and extends at the push 
of a button, or USB cable wraps around hub when not in use

• One year warranty

• USB Plug-and-Play, no additional drivers required
• Works with Windows 95/98/ME/2000/XP and Vista or Mac OS
• One year warranty

Part Number

Part Number

Dimensions/Weight

Dimensions/Weight

USB Ports

USB Ports

2.15” x 1.6” x 0.75” / 2.4oz.

2.5” x 2” x 0.5” / 2.5oz.

4

4

MEAH02

MEAH04

SRP: $24.99

SRP: $29.99

Accessories
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AlumiTech Pen/Stylus Combo 4-Pack

Express PC Media Remote

All-In-One USB 2.0 Card Reader and 3-Port Hub

You’re on the go, and extra space isn’t something you have a lot of. Computers, tablets, smartphones, files,
papers, they all go where you go. Let Mobile Edge reduce the number of accessories you carry, with the
AlumiTech Pen/Stylus.

The Express PC Media Remote enables you to wirelessly play DVDs, CDs, videos, and audio files from over 60 feet away. 
Its advanced RF technology lets you manage your multimedia without having to point the PC Media Remote at your computer! 
Enjoy movies, play videos, and listen to music all from this versatile remote control!

The Mobile Edge Card Reader & 3-Port Hub reads all formats of multimedia cards you might use with your laptop, camera, or 
other devices. It also adds 3 USB 2.0 ports to your computer system, meaning you can connect your devices, whether at home 
or on the road.

• Sleek aluminum barrel with machined grip
• Twist-open ballpoint
• Anodized finish in cobalt blue, magenta, copper, and mantis green
• Uses standard refills
• Lightweight, yet extremely durable

• Wirelessly control iTunes for Windows, Windows Media Player, 
WinDVD, and DVD Player for Mac from over 60 feet away

• Change volume, play/pause/stop on your music/video
• Slim, compact, and easy to carry

• Compatible with SmartMedia, xD, secure digital, MMC, memory stick, 
MS Pro Duo, compact flash and MicroDrive cards

• USB 2.0 plug-and-play, no additional drivers required
• Add 3 USB 2.0 ports to your system

• Capacitive stylus tip works with iPad, iPhone, Android 
and other touchscreen devices

• One year warranty

• No need to aim the remote at the computer
• No software required, USB plug and play
• One year warranty

• Works with Windows 95 / 98 / ME / 2000 / XP and Vista or Mac OS 9.1, 
10.2 (Jaguar), 10.3 (Panther), 10.4 (Tiger),10.5 (Leopard)

• One year warranty

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Dimensions/Weight

Dimensions/Weight

Dimensions/Weight

Colors Included

Wireless Range

Media Card Compatibility

5” x .5” x .5” / .25oz.

3” x 0.2” x 1.4” / .25oz.

4.1” x 2.5” x 0.5” / .25oz.

4

Up To 60 Feet

SmartMedia, xD, Secure Digital, MMC, MemoryStick, 
MS Pro Duo, CompactFlash, and MicroDrive cards

MEASPA4

MEAPE3

MEAHR2

SRP: $19.99

SRP: $59.99

SRP: $49.99

Multi-Tool Tech Pen/Stylus

Stylus/Rollerball Pen Combo for Tablets

When you’re on the go, you often need a variety of tools, and you’re often left without the one you need most.
The Multi-Tool changes that, turning a simple pen into a device that includes a stylus for your tablet, ruler, a bubble level, 
and an interchangable screwdriver with Phillips and straight slot heads. It’s everything you need, right at your fingertips!

The stylus/rollerball pen combo is a perfect companion for your smartphone, tablet, PC, or other touchscreen devices.
It combines a pen for use in writing when needed with a stylus for simple control of your touchscreen devices.
The soft, silicone nub smoothly slides over your screen with more control and precision than your finger or sponge-tip styluses!

• Stylus for tablets & smartphones
• Metric & standard rulers for measuring up to 3 inches
• Interchangeable Phillips and straight slot screwdriver bits
• Bubble level

• Works with any capacitive touch screen device
• Accurate and precise control for small icons, keys or links
• 2-in-1 Stylus and Rollerball pen
• Slim, ergonomic design, and solid construction
• One year warranty

• Twist-open ballpoint pen
• All-in-one construction for easy portability
• One year warranty

• Type, multi-touch and navigate apps on your devices with ease and precision
• Soft silicone tip, specifically designed for capacitive touch screen devices, 

including the iPad, iPhone, & iPod Touch

Part Number

Part Number

Dimensions/Weight

Dimensions/Weight

Tablet Stylus

Tablet Stylus

6” x .5” x .5”/ 0.6oz.

5.5” x .25” x.5” / 0.8oz.

Yes

Yes

Black: MEASPM1

Burgundy - MEATS3

Yellow - MEASPM3 SRP: $14.99

SRP: $14.99
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Cell Ring Adhesive Grip Assistant Black / White
Selfies, Presentations, YouTube, Phone calls...
We use our smartphones and tablets in a variety of ways. And in a variety of angles. The Cell Ring non-permanently 
adheres to the back of your device, and gives you a secure grip, no matter what you’re doing!

• Removable, re-attachable adhesive stays where you 
put it, comes off when you need it to

• No adhesive residue left on your device
• Rotating ring for the best angle for your needs works 

with most external cases
• One year warranty

• Doubles as a stand, propping your phone at a comfortable 
viewing angle

• Folds flat to slip into your pocket

Part Number Dimensions/Weight Material

1.3” x .08” x 1.6” / 0.4 oz. MetalBlack: MEASG1 White: MEASG2 SRP: $9.99

MicroClear Cleaning Tabs - 3-Pack

Key Cable Laptop Lock

Nano Key Cable Lock 

I.D. Sentry Wallets

From cell phones to tablets to your laptop, a dirty, smudged, or fingerprint covered screen can be at the very least annoying, and can leave a bad 
impression on clients or anyone else around you. The MicroClear is a soft, self adhesive pad that you can stick to any of your portable devices 
and have a cleaning solution with you wherever you go! The MicroClear cleaning surface will never scratch your devices, and the self-adhesive 
backing won’t leave tacky adhesive behind, but is durable enough to be re-used thousands of times. Also, the anti-bacterial properties of the 
MicroClear material ensure that germs will be kept to a minimum!

The Key Cable Lock is a lightweight, portable, and compact security solution that attaches to the universal security slot on your laptop.
A hardened steel head and 6’ coated, galvanized steel cable ensure superior strength to deter thieves. The lock comes with two keys,
a user manual, and a Velcro cable tie for easy cable management while on the go.

For ultra-thin laptops, Chromebooks, and tablets with the Nano lock slot.
The Nano Key Cable Lock is designed to fit the Nano security lock slot, to secure ultra-thin laptops, tablets, and 2-in-1s. 
It’s a lightweight, portable and compact security solution compatible with laptops, chromebooks, tablets, and other devices with the 
Nano slot. A hardened steel head and 6’ coated, galvanized steel cable ensure superior strength to deter thieves. The lock comes with 
two keys and a Velcro cable tie for easy cable management while on the go.

Identity theft is a real and growing problem. And the latest technology can actually increase your vulnerability. The RFID 
(Radio Frequency Identification) chips found in new credit cards, ID cards and all new U.S. passports can be scanned not 
only by authorized personnel, but also by ID thieves who can steal your identity and financial information in seconds.
The I.D. Sentry blocks unauthorized scans, keeping your cards and passport safe until you’re ready to use them.

The Mobile Edge I.D. Sentry Wallets protect your credit cards or passport from unauthorized Radio-Frequency Identification 
(RFID) access using our exclusive Wireless Security Shield technology. This patent pending design incorporates an alloy 
shielding material which blocks out all unauthorized RFID access ensuring ultimate ID security.

• Removes dirt and smudges in one swipe
• Self-adheres anywhere on device when not in use
• Retains adhesive for thousands of uses
• MicroFiber will not scratch surfaces
• One year warranty

• Integrated lock fits the security slot on most laptops
• 6¹ x 5mm galvanized steel cable
• Steel ball bearing neck allows cable to swivel 360 degrees 

for ease of use
• Hardened steel arrowhead lock housing

• Integrated lock fits the Nano security lock slot on most ultra-thin laptops
• Steel ball bearing neck allows cable to swivel 360 degrees for ease of use
• 6’ x 5mm Galvanized Steel Cable
• Hardened Steel lock housing

• Spring loaded steel key barrel and locking pins
• Master Key available
• One year warranty

• Mobile Edge ID Sentry Wallets protect from 
unauthorized RFID access

• Accommodates multiple credit cards and IDs
• Made of durable full-grain Nappa leather
• One year warranty

• Patent pending alloy shielding material blocks all radio frequency 
and electromagnetic waves for ultimate ID security

• The perfect solution for cell phones, digital camera LCDs, portable gaming devices, 
and laptop screens

• Spring loaded steel key barrel and locking pins
• Master key available
• One year warranty

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Dimensions

Dimensions/Weight

Dimensions/Weight

Dimensions/Weight

Cleaning Tabs Per Sheet

Cable Material

Cable Material

External Material

Large Tab: 3.4” X 3.4” Small Tab: 1” X 1”

6’ x 5mm cable / 4.8oz.

6’ x 5mm cable / 4.8oz.

MEWSS-CW: 5.3” x 0.8” x 4.5” / 2.4oz.
MEWSS-PW: 8.8” x 0.8” x 4.3” / 4oz.

3

Galvanized Steel

Galvanized Steel

Nappa Leather

MEAMC3

MEAL01

MEALN01

Credit Card Wallet: MEWSS-CW

Passport Wallet: MEWSS-PW

SRP: $7.99

SRP: $59.99

SRP: $59.99

SRP: $19.99
SRP: $29.99
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Cases and accessories for an array of tablet 
computing platforms & Smartphones

Rev360 Rotating Case for iPad 2-4 Gen

Deluxe iPad Folio

SlimFit Case/Stand for iPads

Flip it, Spin it, Turn it, Share it - comfortably use your tablet while rotating it for optimal viewing angles in 
the palm of your hand with the Mobile Edge Rev360 case!

The Mobile Edge iPad Folio is a great solution for carrying your iPad in a sleek and stylish case. This fashion-inspired 
case offers a luxurious exterior with accent stitching, a soft nubuck interior lining, and provides access to all ports
and controls. The reinforced handles make it very easy to carry. A cut-out is provided for the rear camera.

Guard your iPad against everyday bumps, drops, and spills with this durable, lightweight case that securely attaches to your 
iPad while allowing full access to all ports and functions. The folio-style case also doubles as an adjustable viewing stand.

Convenient hand strap keeps your tablet securely in grasp, while the rotating disk allows you to turn your 
tablet for the best possible viewing angle – show friends, interact, and present - with ease and comfort.

Stylish Vegan leather exterior, soft microfiber interior lining, and a non-slip rubberized shell combine 
to provide attractive executive styling with a comfortable touch. This protective case also comes with 
a magnetic closure system providing smartcover functionality while the automatic sleep and wake 
feature gives you instant access when you need it.

• Revolutionary 360º Rotating Disk - flip it, spin it, turn it, share it
• Adjustable shoulder strap attaches to rotating disk for maximum visibility and usage 
• Ergonomically designed hand grip
• Fits snugly on your tablet with shock-absorbing properties
• Thermoplastic ABS is sturdy and durable
• One year warranty

• Fits Apple iPad Gen 1, 2 and 3
• Rich, faux-leather exterior design
• Soft nubuck interior keeps your iPad screen protected
• Integrated handles for maximum portability
• Access to all ports and controls while in the case

• Cutout for rear camera lets you shoot in the case
• Easily converts for perfect viewing or typing angles
• Elastic straps allow quick and secure fit to your iPad
• Lifetime warranty

• Durable folio-style protection for front and back of your iPad
• SmartCover functionality for auto sleep/wake functions
• Stand feature with multiple viewing angles
• Protective & shock absorbing
• Stylish vegan leather exterior
• Lifetime warranty

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Dimensions/Weight

Dimensions

Dimensions

iPad Generation

Fits iPad Screens Up To iPad Protection

iPad Generation

9.75” x 7.5” x 1.5” / 9.3 oz

9.6” x 7.6” x .5”

8” x 5.5” x .6”

7.5” x 9.75” x .75”

6.8” x 9.5” x .5”

2, 3, and 4

10” Nubuck Lined Tablet Compartment

iPad Mini / 7” Tablets

2, 3, and 4 Gen iPad

iPad Air

ME-REV01

MEIDF2

Black: MEIMC1

Black: MEI3C1

Black: MEIAC1

Brown: MEIMC2

Brown: MEIAC2

SRP: $59.99

SRP: $49.99

SRP: $39.99

SRP: $49.99

SRP: $49.99
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NeoGrid Tablet Sleeves

Mobile Edge iPad / Tablet Sleeves 8.9” / 10”

The sleek NeoGrid Sleeve is the solution you’ve been looking for.
 The heavy-duty, quilted Neoprene protects your tablet from the everyday bumps, 
spills, and stumbles that can damage it. The subtle yet distinct accent ‘quilting’ 
gives the NeoGrid its stylish appearance. A pair of durable hook and loop tabs 
secure your tablet inside the sleeve.

The Mobile Edge iPad / Tablet Sleeves 8.9” /10” are the ultimate combination of mobile 
convenience and protection. Built to carry your iPad or Tablet in padded neoprene, the sleeve 
can be carried on its own or as extra protection inside a larger carrying case. Featuring a large 
zippered exterior front pocket for your power supply or other accessories, a convenient nylon 
carrying strap for ease of use, and heavy-duty zipper pulls, this laptop sleeve ensures both 
mobility and protection. 
Water-resistant neoprene and reinforced corners make sure that your device is protected, 
whether you’re on the road or in the classroom.

• Fits all popular 7” or 10” Tablets: Apple iPad (all generations), Asus Pads, Lenovo Idea Tab, 
Samsung Galaxy Tab, Samsung Note

• Soft, durable and water-resistant Neoprene protects and cushions your device
• Small enough to fit inside your regular carrying case
• Heavy-duty nylon strap to carry by hand or around your wrist
• Full-size external pocket for headphones, phone, charger, stylus pen, files, and other accessories
• Lifetime warranty

Tablet & Portable Storage Cases

SRP: $19.99

SRP: $24.99

Part Number

Part Number

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Tablet ProtectionFits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits iPad/Tablet Screens Up To

Black/Blue: MESST173

Black / Pink: MESSU1-8.9X
Black: MESSU1-8.9

Black / Pink: MESSU1-10X

10” x 8” x .5”

7”  Tablets

iPad Air / Air 2, iPad 9.7”, and 
other 7” to 8.9” tablets

iPads / Tablets up to 10.6”

Stitched Neoprene
with Accented Lining

Stitched Neoprene
with Accented Lining

Black/Red: MESST177

Black/Red:  MESSU1-8.9R

Black/Pink: MESST17X

Black/Orange: MESST1100
Black/Blue: MESST1103
Black/Red: MESST1107
Black/Pink: MESST110X

8” x 6” x .5”

10.75” x 7.5” x 0.75”

11.75” x 8.5” x 1”

10” Tablets10”

7”

8.9”

10”

Portable Hard Drive Case
The exterior of the Hard Drive cases is made of tough but lightweight molded EVA material which holds it’s shape 
to protect your gear. Inside is a dedicated section for your hard drive with a wide elastic strap to hold it in place. 
A separate section has mesh pockets for your flash memory cards and USB/FireWire cable.

• Heavy-duty zippers
• Ribbed exterior for non-slip grip
• One year warranty

• Holds most popular sizes and models of portable hard drives
• Dedicated compartment with elastic strap holds hard drive 

in place
• Separate compartments and mesh pockets for memory cards 

and accessories
• Rigid, molded exterior

Part Number Dimensions/Weight Case Design

Small: 6” x 4” x 1.5” 3.2oz. Molded ClamshellSmall Black/Red: MEHDC17S SRP: $14.99

iPad/Tablet Protection

Padded Neoprene

• Heavy duty neoprene protects from 
bumps & scratches

• Stylish accent stitching and matching 
internal lining color

• Soft poly-suede lining helps prevent 
scratches to your display

• Durable hook and loop tabs secure your 
tablet inside the sleeve

• Ultra-slim design to keep you mobile
• Lifetime warranty

11.5” x 8” x .75”

Herringbone & Corduroy Tablet Totes
The Herringbone and Corduroy Tablet Totes are a perfect combination of looks and features for any situation.
These sleek totes are specifically designed for today’s Chromebooks and Tablets. They share the fashion-inspired
styling of our larger totes but in a compact, convenient size.

• Classic styling with fashion-inspired materials
• Poly-fur lined pocket specifically for an iPad or tablet
• Integrated workstation for accessories
• Compact size for life on the go
• Removable and adjustable shoulder strap
• Easy access front pocket for tickets/smartphone etc.
• Lifetime warranty

Part Number Dimensions Fits Tablet Screens Up To iPad/Tablet Protection

13” x 9.5” x .75” 11”  Tablet Padded Tablet CompartmentHerringbone - MEWHTT Corduroy - MEWCTT SRP: $59.99
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Fusing fashion savvy colors with durable design

Sumo Duffels

Sumo Women’s Laptop Purses 13”/15”

The Sumo Duffel... It just wants to be held.
Carry a little or a lot. Sizes hold from day-to-day items to overnight items.

These fresh laptop purses blend fashion with function.

• Premium ballistic nylon with faux-leather detail
• Interior pockets for wallet, pens, phone, and more
• Unique quilted design
• Exterior hidden zipper pocket
• Printed lining
• Soft faux-leather shoulder straps

• An elegant design that doesn’t scream “laptop”
• Great way to carry your laptop without everyone knowing it
• Padded corduroy laptop compartment
• Premium ballistic nylon with faux leather detail

• Loads of room for cords, files, pens, phone, and more
• Unique quilted design
• Exterior pockets for phone and small accessories

SRP: $59.99

SRP: $69.99

SRP: $99.99

SRP: $79.99

Part Number

Part Number

Red: ME-SUMO22D76S

Red: ME-SUMO22D76M

Red: ME-SUMO99137

Red: ME-SUMO22D76L

Red:  ME-SUMO99157

Black/White: ME-SUMO22D16S

Black/White: ME-SUMO22D16M

Black: ME-SUMO99130

Black/White: ME-SUMO22D16L

Black/Pink: ME-SUMO22D1XS

Black/Pink: ME-SUMO22D1XM

Black/Pink: ME-SUMO22D1XL

Small - 13.75” x 8.5” x 7.5” 

Medium - 15.5” x 9.5” x 8”

13” - 16” x 12” x 5” 

Large - 17” x 11” x 9.5” 

15” - 17” x 13” x 6”

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Small

Medium

13”

Large

15”

13.3”

15.4”
Padded Laptop Compartment

Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection

Sumo Laptop Messenger Bags
The Sumo Messenger Bag is designed to take what the road dishes out, while giving 
you a place for all you travel essentials. Our built in adjustable laptop compartment will 
accommodate up to an 17” MacBook Pro, at the same time you will not find any 
Velcro under the front flap, to ensure no one knows when you’re opening your bag. 
We also offer two quick adjustable cam buckles, so whether it’s over the left or right 
shoulder you can adjust the strap to the perfect length without removing the bag.

• Fits Laptop PCs up to 16”
• Fits MacBook Pros up to 17”
• Premium, soft, durable, and water-resistant ballistic nylon
• Hidden buckles in a front flap with no Velcro
• Corduroy-lined adjustable laptop compartment
• Interior pockets for wallet, pens, and phone with a printed lining

• Front and rear exterior hidden zipper pockets
• Two under flap pockets
• Two quick adjust shoulder strap buckles to 

accommodate left or right handed users

SRP: $79.99

Part Number

Silver: ME-SUMO33MB1

Blue: ME-SUMO33MB3

Red: ME-SUMO33MB7

Pink: ME-SUMO33MBX
Messenger - 19” x 12” x 6” 16” Padded Laptop Compartment

Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To Laptop Protection
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Sumo Women’s Two Pocket Laptop Case 12”

Sumo Laptop/Tablet Combo Backpack

Sumo Business Class Professional Laptop Case

Sumo Business Class Computer Travel Pack

Full laptop protection with lots of storage too. Sling it over your shoulder.

This fun and stylish backpack features lots of storage space for your everyday items plus separate, padded, and fleece
lined pockets for both a laptop and a tablet. Front and side pockets for quick access items and a unique draw-string
opening with a secure flap ensure user convenience. With the Sumo Combo Backpack - you can take it with you!

The Sumo Professional Computer Case is redesigned, resized and can carry all of your business essentials.
Our removable, center mounted, laptop compartment will hold up to a 17” MacBook Pro or 16” PC laptops.
There is ample room and multiple pockets for accessories and files; this case means business.

A versatile backpack to bring to the office, or on business trips with a fresh look that’s perfect on your back or
strapped to your rolling luggage. You’ll arrive rested and in style.

• Designed specifically for 12” Laptops
• Padded corduroy laptop compartment
• Second gusseted compartment holds all essential cords, files, pens, and phone

• Sized for all popular tablets and a 14.1” laptop or 15” MacBook Pro
• Dedicated, padded tablet compartment
• Premium ballistic nylon with matching faux-leather trim

• Fits 17” MacBook Pro or 16” PC laptops
• Premium, soft, durable and water-resistant ballistic 

nylon with faux leather bottom and accents
• Removable padded corduroy computer sleeve

• Fits 17” MacBook Pro and 17.3” PC laptops
• Tapered vertical design
• Premium, soft, durable and water-resistant ballistic nylon 

with faux leather bottom and accents 
• Padded corduroy laptop compartment

• Organizational pockets for cords, files, pens, phone, and more
• Unique quilted design
• Soft leather handles
• Printed lining

• Interior pockets for wallet, pens, phone, and more
• Draw-string opening with a buckled flap
• Quilted back panel for comfort
• Adjustable padded shoulder straps

• Separate file compartment
• Interior pocket for wallet, pens, and phone with a printed lining
• Removable & adjustable shoulder strap with a padded faux 

leather strap pad

• Easy access front pocket with organizer for wallet, pens, and 
phone with a printed lining

• Unique quilted design
• Ventilated back panel with a concealed trolly strap

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

SRP: $59.99

SRP: $79.99

SRP: $99.99

SRP: $99.99

Ultrabook - 12.5” x 10” x 3” 

Backpack - 14” x 17” x 6” 

17.5” x 13” x 5”

14” x 18” x 7”

Ultrabook - 12”

15” MacBook Pro

16”

17.3”

Padded Laptop Compartment

Padded Laptop & Tablet Compartments

Padded Laptop Compartments

Padded Laptop Compartments

ME-SUMO88700

ME-SUMOWBP7

ME-SUMO89201

ME-SUMO89301

Sumo Large Tote
The Sumo Large Tote... Give it the bold shoulder.
Simple, elegant, and very functional. This bag will become your best friend.

• Premium ballistic nylon with faux-leather detail
• Interior pocket for wallet, pens, phone, and more
• Six exterior pockets all around
• Magnetic closures
• Printed lining
• Soft faux-leather shoulder straps

Part Number Dimensions Closure Type

21.5” x 15” x 7” MagneticME-SUMO99T76L SRP: $79.99
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Sumo Nylon Laptop Sleeves

Sumo Neoprene Laptop Sleeves

Sumo Laptop Sleeves are known for their colorful style utilizing 
a unique blend of quilted fabrics and fun styles. Fits Ultrabooks 
and laptops 12” - 17”.

These sleeves are the ultimate combination of mobile convenience and protection. Built to carry your laptop in a skin 
of padded neoprene, the sleeve can be carried on it’s own, or as extra protection inside a larger carrying case.

• Fits Ultrabooks and laptops 12”, 13”, 15.4”, 17”
• Simple laptop protection
• Padded corduroy laptop compartment
• Unique quilted design
• Velcro Closure
• Printed lining

• Designed specifically for 8.9”, 10”, 13”, 15” Ultrabooks and laptops, Apple MacBooks, and MacBook Pros
• No Fuss, No Muss. Simple laptop protection
• Soft, durable, and water-resistant Neoprene protects and cushions your notebook
• Small enough to fit inside your regular carrying case, but tough enough to use by itself

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

SRP: $29.99

SRP: $19.99

SRP: $34.99

SRP: $19.99

SRP: $34.99

SRP: $24.99

SRP: $39.99

SRP: $24.99

Part Number Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Perfect for Apple iPad!

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop 
Screens Up To

Black: MESS1-14

Black: MESS1-14

Pink: ME-SUMO8817X

Black: ME-SUMO88171
Black/Pink: ME-SUMO88170

Black/White: ME-SUMO88501
Green: ME-SUMO88521

Green: ME-SUMO77139M

Green: ME-SUMO77159M

Pink: ME-SUMO88523

Pink: ME-SUMO7713XM

Pink: ME-SUMO7715XM

Black/Pink: ME-SUMO88150

14.2” x 11.2” x 1.5” 

14.2” x 11.2” x 1.5” 

18” x 13” x 2” 

14.75” x 11” x 1” 

14.1”

14.1”

17.1”

15” Macs

12”

8.9”

14.1”

17.3”

15”

16.5” x 11.5” x 1.87” 

13.5” x 10” x 1”

15.4”

13.3”

15”

13.3”

14.5” x 11.5” x 1.5” 

11.5” x 8.75” x .75” 

13.5” x 11.5” x 1.5” 

10.5” x 7.75” x 1”  

13.3”

10”/11.6”

12”

8.9”/9” Screens/
Apple iPads

13”

10”

Padded Laptop Protection

Neoprene Computer
Protection

Neoprene Computer
Protection

Neoprene Computer
Protection

Neoprene Computer
Protection

Padded Laptop Protection

Padded Laptop Protection

Padded Laptop Protection

Black/Pink: ME-SUMO88130

Black: ME-SUMO77101

Black: ME-SUMO77131M

Black: ME-SUMO77151M

Red/White : ME-SUMO88511

Green: ME-SUMO77899
Pink: ME-SUMO7789X

Black/White: ME-SUMO88500

Black: ME-SUMO77891

Green: ME-SUMO88505

Green: ME-SUMO77109

Pink: ME-SUMO88507

Pink: ME-SUMO7710X

Graffiti Part Numbers Camo Part Numbers

Red: ME-SUMO66897

Red: ME-SUMO66107

Red: ME-SUMO66157M

Green: ME-SUMO66899

Green: ME-SUMO66109

Green: ME-SUMO66159M

Red: ME-SUMO66137M
Green: ME-SUMO66139M

Black: ME-SUMO66891

Black: ME-SUMO66101

Black: ME-SUMO66151M
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Sumo Furniture Cubes

Sumo Desktop Cubes

Sumo Folding Furniture Cubes are the perfect addition to any room. They are made from furniture quality fiberboard, covered in a 
non-woven, durable fabric. Sumo Cubes are tough, support weight, fold flat, and can hold a bunch of your stuff.
They set up in a matter of seconds and are at home in a kid’s room, college dorm, or your living room!

Sumo Folding Desktop Cubes are the perfect addition to any cubicle, desktop, or dresser. They are made from sturdy quality cardboard and covered 
in a non-woven, durable fabric. Sumo Desktop Cubes are highly durable, fold flat, and are at home in a kid’s room, college dorm, or office cubicle!

From Desktop Storage Cubes to Furniture Cubes
Life needs organization. SUMO Lifestyle provides it.

• Furniture quality fiberboard covered in a highly durable fabric
• Six assorted colors
• Silicone lined cutouts for ventilation and easy carrying
• All materials have been tested and certified to meet all current USA safety 

compliance standards
• Available in an 18” cube or 14” cube
• Strong enough to sit on or stack
• Folds flat for easy storage or transport
• The perfect addition to any dorm room, kids room, or your living room

• Sturdy quality cardboard covered in a highly durable fabric
• 6 inch size is perfect for DVD’s, CD’s and other media

• 4 inch size will be your new favorite pen & pencil holder
• Folds flat for easy storage or transport

SRP: $39.99

SRP: $7.99

SRP: $49.99

SRP: $14.99

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Weight

Weight

Blue: ME-SUMO11143

Blue: ME-SUMO11043

Blue: ME-SUMO11183

Blue: ME-SUMO11063
Black: ME-SUMO11061

Green: ME-SUMO11149

Green: ME-SUMO11049

Green: ME-SUMO11189

Green: ME-SUMO11069

Red: ME-SUMO11147

Red: ME-SUMO11047

Red: ME-SUMO11187

Red: ME-SUMO11067

Pink: ME-SUMO1114x

Pink: ME-SUMO1104x

Pink: ME-SUMO1118x

Pink: ME-SUMO1106X

18”

6”

14”

4”

5.35 Pounds

0.25 Ounces

10 Pounds

0.6 Ounces

14” x14”

4”x 4”

18” x 18”

6” x 6”

Black: ME-SUMO11141

Black: ME-SUMO11041

Orange: ME-SUMO11148

Orange: ME-SUMO11048

Orange: ME-SUMO11188

Orange: ME-SUMO11068

Part Numbers

Part Numbers

Folding Lifestyle Cubes and  Portable Storage Cubes

Sumo Accessory Ditties
A great way to handle your small must haves; cords, power plugs, and school supplies.

• Soft and squishy
• Tinted window for easy viewing

• Color matching lining
• One year warranty

Part Number Dimensions Material

8” x 6” x 2.5” SuedeBlack: ME-SUMO58702 Brown: ME-SUMO58712 Red: ME-SUMO58722 SRP: $14.99
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Brighten up your work day with fresh designs by Maddie Powers

Maddie Powers Sheba Bags

Maddie Powers Messenger Bags

Maddie Powers Hipster / Messenger Bags

The Sheba laptop bag gives you glamour on the go! 
The Maddie Powers Sheba by Mobile Edge features actual pulp magazine images from the 40s 
and 50s, and doubles as a tote bag with a removable laptop sleeve! 
The Sheba offers a pretty and practical solution for carrying laptops up to 14.1”. This fresh design 
is sure to turn heads. Enjoy a roomy tote with soft velveteen trim and old Hollywood style.

Show off your fun side with the Maddie Powers Messenger Bag by Mobile Edge! Designed to carry laptops 
with screens up to 15.4”, this bag features superior SafetyCell™ laptop protection, a built-in cell phone 
pouch, and plenty of interior pockets to organize your gear. Featuring actual pulp magazine images from 
the 40s and 50s, this sassy bag will hold all your gear and is designed to be “Over-Stuffed!” Extras like plush 
velveteen trim and a cushioned shoulder strap make this case as fun as it is functional!

The Maddie Powers Hipster is just right for you when your laptop and a few accessories 
are all you need for the day. The front of this unique bag features an original vintage
magazine from the 40’s and 50’s era. Inside is a matching removable neoprene
sleeve that adds extra laptop protection, while offering the flexibility to use it as
its own carrying case!
All Maddie Powers products feature a velveteen back pocket and our signature 
retro “Lucky Seven” dice.

• Superior padding for laptop protection
• Matching, removable neoprene computer sleeve
• Opposing Velcro straps allow “over-stuffing”
• Cell phone and water bottle pockets

• Holds up to a 15.4” laptop
• Superior SafetyCell™ laptop protection
• Opposing Velcro straps allow “over-stuffing”
• Cell phone pocket

• Fits most 14.1” screen laptops
• Superior padding for laptop protection
• Removable matching neoprene laptop sleeve
• Interior zippered pockets

• Interior zippered pocket for organization
• Removable soft shoulder pad
• Accessorized with retro “Lucky Seven” dice
• Designed by Maddie Powers

• Interior zippered pocket for organization
• Removeable soft shoulder pad
• Accessorized with retro “Lucky Seven” dice

• Exterior rear zippered pocket
• Removable soft padding for shoulder strap
• Interior ID pocket
• Accessorized with retro “Lucky Seven” dice

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

Part Number

15.5” x 11.5” x 5.5”

16.7” x 13.5” x 5.5”

14.5” x 10.5” x 2.8”

14.1”

15.4”

14.1”

Pink: MP-CSB01

Green: MP-CMB01

Pink: MP-CHB01 Green: MP-CHB02 Black: MP-CHB03

Peach: MP-CSB02

Purple: MP-CMB02

SRP: $79.99

SRP: $89.99

SRP: $69.99

Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Padded Laptop Compartment

Laptop Protection

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Padded Laptop Compartment

Padded Laptop Compartment

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection
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Maddie Powers Messenger / Clutch

Maddie Powers Messenger Bags

Maddie Powers Messenger Bag

Maddie Powers Stadium Bag

The Maddie Powers Laptop Messenger/ Clutch is perfect for the business person who has to carry 
their laptop every day. The front of this unique bag features an original vintage magazine image 
from the 40’s and 50’s era. The full magazine cover is printed inside each clutch. All Maddie Powers 
products come with a velveteen back pocket and our signature “Lucky Seven” dice.

The Maddie Powers Laptop Messenger makes a subtle retro statement for the 
office with its exterior sports icon enamel badge built to span the years as you 
go. The Messenger bag’s exterior icon image is that of a sports pulp magazine 
from the 40’s and 50’s, while the actual vintage magazine cover is printed on 
the inside lining.

The retro-styled Maddie Powers Laptop Tote is all business. It is perfect for those times when all you need to bring to the table is 
your laptop computer. The outside of the case features a sports icon image from the 40’s and 50’s era, while the interior is printed 
with the actual magazine cover!

The Maddie Powers Laptop Tote is the perfect case for a day at the office.

The retro styled Maddie Powers Stadium Laptop Bag is just right for you when all you need is your laptop and a few files 
for the day. The front of this unique bag features an original vintage cover from the 40’s and 50’s era.
For the fashion conscious person who enjoys the nostalgic sports of yesteryear.

The perfect case for laptop computer users who are on the go!

• Fits most 15.4” screen laptops
• Superior padding for laptop protection
• Front and back exterior pockets
• Interior computer straps

• Fits most 15.4” screen laptops
• Superior SafetyCell™ laptop protection compartment
• Rear file pocket
• Durable fittings and self-healing zippers
• Convenient carrying handle
• Fits in any overhead or under any seat
• Front zippered Section for accessories

• Fits most laptops up to 14.1” and MacBooks up to 15”
• Innovative lightweight design allows you to work right 

out of the case
• Fits in any overhead or under any seat

• Fits most 14.1” screen laptops
• Removable Neoprene computer sleeve
• Interior zippered pockets
• Removable soft shoulder padding for 

shoulder strap

• Interior Velcro pockets for organization
• Removable soft shoulder pad
• Accessorized with retro “Lucky Seven” dice

• Front zippered section for accessories
• Rear file pocket
• Durable fittings and self-healing zippers

• Exterior zippered pocket
• Zippered mesh pocket with pen slips

16” x 12.3” x 2.5”

16.7” x 13.5" x 5.5”

15.4”

15.4”

MP-CCB01

Navy Blue: MP-DMB01 Black: MP-DMB02

SRP: $89.99

SRP: $89.99

SRP: $59.99

SRP: $59.99

Part Number

Part Number

Exterior Dimensions

Exterior Dimensions

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Padded Laptop Compartment

Padded Laptop Compartment

Laptop Protection

Laptop Protection

15.2” x 13.5” x 3.5” 14.1”MP-DLT02

Part Number Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Padded Laptop Compartment

Laptop Protection

15” x 11” x 3” 14.1”MP-DSB01

Part Number Exterior Dimensions Fits Laptop Screens Up To

Padded Laptop Compartment

Laptop Protection
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Mobile Edge thanks you for taking the time
to look over our products.

We encourage you to contact us with any
sales, availability, or customization questions.
Our friendly sales and customer service staff

will be happy to help you!

1150 North Miller Street Anaheim, CA 92806

Phone: 714.399.1400

Fax: 714.399.1401

Email: info@mobileedge.com


